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Good to Know
C&A is made of people, through people, to 
serve and assist people. The managing of 
relationships between employees, clients and 
suppliers among each other and with society 
has always been part of our trajectory, from 
the day we were founded to this day. For us, 
sustainability means maintaining a balance in 
relationships so that future generations can give 
continuity to this journey.

In 2009, we began integrating sustainability 
themes into our strategy and the day-to-day 
activities of our business in a more structured 
manner. As a result, we are publishing this first 
Sustainability Report based on Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) guidelines. With this, we wish 
to share our initiatives, diagnose our stage of 
evolution in managing sustainability and define 
goals and action plans for the next years.

We invite our clients, employees and 
suppliers to participate in this project, through 
statements that portray our initiatives from the 
perspective of people. 

Enjoy!
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We are undergoing an important moment in C&A’s tra-
jectory in Brazil. We initiated a new strategic planning 
cycle that places our clients in the center of everything 
we do. In fact, initiatives for transforming our business 
were already being conducted over the past years, but 
we elected 2009 as the starting point for structuring 
new actions.

We are strengthening our vocation of offering the latest 
trends in the main store windows worldwide through qual-
ity products at affordable prices. To do so, we expanded 
our channels for receiving improvement suggestions and 
support messages from our clients. The creation of a lab-
oratory-store and a Fashion Council are examples of how 
we are centering efforts to integrate them more and more 
in the creation and development of products.

To improve service at stores, we are updating and creat-
ing new in-house training programs for our employees 
nationwide, as well as inaugurating more modern and 
comfortable stores. Client safety is also part of our strat-

egy and, therefore, in 2010 we defined rigorous criteria 
for kid’s clothing with regards to chemical safety.

Customer focus also extends into other stages of our 
value chain. With the objective of maximizing train-
ing programs that were initially implemented in C&A 
Europe, we structured SOCAM in Brazil, which is an 
audit firm that supervises and monitors our suppliers 
and subcontractors. With this, our clients can be sure 
they are purchasing products made by suppliers that 
respect the rights, health and safety of employees.

In the environmental area, we inaugurated our first 
green store in Brazil, and C&A’s second worldwide. It 
symbolizes our commitment to continuously seek new 
alternatives for consuming natural resources, such as 
water and energy, and also reduce CO

2 emissions. This 
initiative also represents an opportunity to replicate the 
concept at other stores and establish a new customer 
engagement channel, presenting sustainability-related 
information and education.

“This first report is an important awareness and mobilization tool for all 
areas in the company, which will help us identify relevant themes and 
develop action plans”.

Dear  Reader
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Last but not least, the activities of Instituto C&A, which 
celebrated its 18th anniversary, demonstrate our commit-
ment towards the development of communities where we 
do business, helping promote quality education for chil-
dren and adolescents.

Key achievements in 2009 include:

3  Laboratory-store for conducting research/surveys 
with clients

3 Workshop with suppliers

3 Employee engagement and climate survey 

3 Inauguration of the first C&A ECO store 

3 Start-up of the Chemical Safety Program tests

3  Structuring of sustainability through the creation 
 of an area 

3 Instituto C&A’s 18th anniversary

the first report

Fashion is a social and cultural phenomenon that ex-
presses society’s values – its uses, habits and customs 
at a given moment. We wish to satisfy people’s desire for 
fashion and, at the same time, master the challenges of 
our time. As the largest retail chain in this sector, with 
over one million people visiting our stores daily, we take 
on the role of disseminating new consumption habits and 
influencing the adoption of sustainable practices among 
our suppliers.

Our objective, therefore, is to transform ideas into con-
crete actions and continuously measure the results of 
our actions. We will work to create this control panel 
that will guide our next steps. We are defining our cor-
porate goals and have already identified a few key is-
sues that will be worked on over the next two years. 

• Train and mobilize employees regarding the strategic 
sustainability agenda, with a focus on customer service; 

• Integrate the “green store” concepts in day-to-day ope-
rations and processes; 

•Form alliances with other retailers to influence and 
engage the value chain;

This first report is an important management, awareness 
and mobilization tool for all areas in the company, helping 
identify relevant issues and develop action plans. We thank 
all our clients, employees, suppliers and partners that con-
tributed to its preparation. Our creation of value in the long 
term will essentially depend on the participation of people, 
who are part of our day-to-day, through a culture of enga-
gement, dialogue and autonomy in a responsible manner.

I reiterate our invitation to all of those who wish to partici-
pate in the construction of this trajectory. We look forward 
to receiving your contributions, suggestions and opinions 
through the following e-mail: sustentabilidade@cea.com.br.

Yours truly,

Edward
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Values & Commitment



We cultivate long term relationships with clients, employees, 
suppliers and communities where we do business.

How it all started

C&A was founded in Sneek, Netherlands, in 1841, by 
brothers Clemens and August. Their initials gave rise to 
the company name, which was created with the objec-
tive of democratizing fashion and offering quality prod-
ucts at affordable prices. We were the first to produce 
ready-to-wear clothing in various sizes. The success 
achieved by this innovation led to the start-up of our in-
ternational expansion in 1911, with the inauguration of 
a store in Germany and, 11 years later, one in England.

At present, we rank among the main fashion retail 
chains in the world, with over 1,400 units in 19 countries 
throughout Europe, Latin America and Asia. We are part 
of Cofra Holding AG, with headquarters in Switzerland, 
which does business in the retail, real estate and financial 
services segments, in addition to having partnerships in 
innovative markets and in renewable energies.

Brazilian version

C&A’s first store was inaugurated in 1976 at the Ibi-
rapuera Mall in São Paulo. Today, we are the largest 
retail chain in the country, with 178 stores in over 60 
cities, and 17 thousand employees (internally referred 
to as associates). We have a distribution center in Rio 
de Janeiro and another in Tamboré, in the greater São 
Paulo area. Our head office is located in the city of Ba-
rueri, also in São Paulo.

We are a century-old company that manages businesses 
aimed at the continuous satisfaction of clients and their 
future generations. Therefore, our strategies include 
sustainable practices and long term relationships with 
clients, employees, suppliers and communities where 
we do business. 
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We exist to offer fashion-oriented goods and 
services with an excellent cost-benefit ratio, always 
working in an ethical manner and seeking to exceed 
the expectations of our clients, employees and 
shareholders

We seek to offer the latest fashion trends. Our product development 
team – composed of fashion coordinators, designers, product 
assistants and buyers – brings the latest trends in colors, forms 
and textures from international fashion shows and translate them 
according to the climate and taste of Brazilians. Our brands offer 
clothing, footwear and accessories for the entire family, catering to 
the all styles with quality products and affordable prices.  

A FAshIOn shOw OF BRAnds 

Clemens August
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Trends, not names 

Our operations in Brazil comprise the sale of clothes, 
footwear, accessories and electronic goods. We also offer 
financial products and services through the C&A Card, 
managed by Banco ibi.

In 2009, we conducted a comprehensive strategic plan-
ning process that resulted in a transformation agenda for 
C&A over the next five years. From now on, we will live 
a reaffirmation process of our principles and values that 
have permeated our trajectory for over 160 years.

We strengthened the valuing of clients as the reason why 
our business activities exist. As such, we improved the 
offer of fashion trends through the inauguration of new 
stores that offer greater comfort and better product lay-
out. We also participated in the SP Fashion Week and 
Fashion Rio events, introduced collections signed by re-
nowned stylists (C&A Collection) and created a commu-
nication campaign with celebrities and top models from 
around the world. With this, we strengthened our vocation 
of offering fast fashion, that is, the latest trends in the 
main store windows worldwide, at prices that fit in our 
clients’ budget.

Another part of our strategy is to continue expanding the 
number of stores. After inaugurating 54 units in the last 
three years, we opened 12 new stores in 2009, in differ-
ent cities in Brazil. 
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Store sales are also made through our sensibility in captivating 
clients with our store window. We are always studying and analyzing 
trends and consequently are able to offer more fashion tips, almost 
like a consultant does. This is customized servicing
João Franklin de Oliveira, is the employee responsible for visual merchandising 
at the Shopping Center Norte unit in São Paulo. Proud of the work he does, João 
intends to pursue a career in this area. He joined C&A in April 2008 and says: 
“Here, there is no such thing as ‘I don’t know’. We learn to do everything, pass 
through all areas of the store and, therefore, nothing becomes routine. This is 
what I feel is most gratifying and makes it fun going to work.” 

everything that’s a trend, in harmony with 
the fashion world, has always been at C&A.

the store window is the heart and soul of 
a store. It represents the best and latest 
the store has to offer. It is through the 
store window that a business presents its 
fashion manifesto, showing who it is and 
why it is unique and can’t be equaled.

Who has never day dreamed in front of a 
beautiful store window? A store window 
is like a mermaid’s voice: fascinating, 
hypnotic, irresistible. A store window is 
the window to fashion.

What is it to be in a store window? 
Being in the store window is to be in the 
spotlight, to be the topic of the moment, 
what everyone is talking about. Being 
in the store window is to show what 
magazines will be talking about, what the 
flashes are going to make famous. Being 
in the store window is to be in fashion.

If it’s in store windows, it’s at C&A.

store window manifesto 
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I like working here. You know, when you go to work and don’t 
complain about having to do so. Our bosses are great guys and the 
team is very united. It almost feels like being in school

Carla Mireli santos da Conceição Brito (left), an employee since June 2009. 
With the experience she’s obtaining and with everything she’s already learned, Carla 
feels she’s progressed considerably since joining the company. “The people who 
know me also tell me this. My behavior has changed, I am more mature and have 
even improved the way I dress, as I’ve learned a little bit about fashion”, she says.

I can see that employees are being well trained and instructed to 
solve what the client is asking for
As a client since 1984, marly Pivotto de Araújo (right) has witnessed a large part of C&A’s 
trajectory in Brazil. Due to her job, she has always traveled throughout the country and 
visited stores in different states. Marly says she likes the self-service approach as it makes 
her feel more comfortable and relaxed for buying things, but at the same time she also 
knows that she can count on the efficient and expedited service offered. “I have made many 
product changes and never had any problems. If I ask something to the wrong person, the 
professional quickly points to the right person I should be talking to”, she says satisfied. 
According to her, product variety is another plus. When looking for something new, C&A is 
the first place she goes to. “The stores are always up-to-date on changes taking place in the 
economy, in fashion, etc. C&A is the place where I find everything I need for all situations, 
since it offers the latest trends without neglecting traditional pieces of clothing”, she says. 
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our suppliers. The economic importance of the textile 
sector is contrasted by the existence of problems related 
to social, labor and human rights issues. We envision 
these challenges as an opportunity to promote improve-
ments in industry, supervising and, especially, orient-
ing mills about legal conducts and good practices, with 
daily visits to suppliers and their workshops. A special-
ized team conducts roughly 2,000 inspections annually 
at over 400 suppliers in our production chain, as well 
as around 2,000 sewing shops subcontracted by them.

The need to reduce the environmental impacts of our 
operations and products is also part of our strategic 
objectives. Reducing water and energy consumption 
at stores and analyzing the feasibility of a program that 
increases the presence of sustainable products in col-
lections are some of the challenges we now have. A lot, 
however, has already been achieved and become part of 
our day-to-day. Let’s take a look.

This fashion catches on

Fashion is one of the drivers of the global economy, sec-
ond only to the food industry. Brazil is the sixth larg-
est textile producer in the world, employing 1.65 million 
people in the fashion sector, according to 2009 figures 
by the Brazilian Textile and Apparel Association (ABIT). 
This makes the sector a powerful vehicle for rethinking 
attitudes and encouraging new production and con-
sumption behaviors. As a retail business, with stores 
in various cities around the country, as well as direct 
contact with consumers and the power to influence the 
entire production chain, we recognize and assume our 
potential to lead such changes.

This new vision regarding our role and our responsibili-
ties in the production chain is fruit of a process that start-
ed back in 2006, with the structuring of SOCAM (Service 
Organization for Compliance Audit Management), an in-
dependent audit organization dedicated to ensuring that 
the company’s code of ethics is fully complied with by 

ThE nAME In RETAIL FAshIOn

In 2009, we were once again elected the most admired 
fashion retail company in the country, as reported by 
CartaCapital magazine. According to the Top of Mind 
Award promoted by Folha de S.Paulo newspaper, for the 
past four years we have been the most remembered 
name among Brazilian consumers when the subject 
is clothing retail. We were also elected by Consumidor 
Moderno magazine the company that respects 
consumers the most within our sector. 
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All of our suppliers are visited 
regularly in order to ensure that there 
is no exploiting of infant and/or illegal 
immigrant labor, nor poor health and 
safety conditions for those working in 

sewing shops. 

 
Our trucks run on biodiesel, a 

mixture of traditional mineral oil with 
vegetable oil, which does not require 

substituting the truck’s engine, maintains 
the same performance and reduces the 

emission of substances that pollute 
the environment.

 
Our commitment is to offer 

the best of fashion with quality. For 
such, all of C&A’s clothing, footwear and 

accessories undergo rigorous quality 
tests from the very beginning when 

a product is conceived.

 

The exhaust from the mufflers 
on all trucks that transport C&A 

merchandise is analyzed on a regular basis. 
Those that pass the test receive a green seal 
that’s valid for a three-month when the next 

inspection is performed. 

We help combat the 
sexual exploitation of children 

and adolescents along highways, 
raising awareness and mobilizing our 

truck drivers and transportation 
companies that work with us.

 
Old mobile phone handsets and 

batteries are welcome at our stores. At 
C&A Eco we introduced a recycling program 
to ensure the ecologically proper disposal of 
this electronic waste. Starting 2010, this 
program will be extended to other stores 

in Brazil.

 
 
 

Our head office, distribution centers 
and 40 stores already engage in waste 
separation. We use recycled paper and 
clothes hangers, as well as use mugs in 

order to reduce the consumption of 
plastic cups. 

 
 

We are updating our employee training 
and development programs in order to 

improve customer service quality and store 
performance.

Good to Know
see how sustainability is part of our day-to-day



The C&A Eco unit in Porto Alegre 
(RS) is the first “green” store in Brazil. 

The building was remodeled according to 
good environmental and social practices 

in the civil construction industry and 
also to save in terms of water and 

energy consumption.

 
All of our kids’ clothing are designed 
and made to not let them choke or 
suffocate on buttons, laces or other 

hazardous pieces.

 
 

We encourage good purchasing 
habits among our clients, offering 

degradable plastic bags, ecobag and 
wrapping paper made out of recycled 

paper at all of our stores in 
Brazil. 

 
Did you know that there exist 

substances in the production of clothes 
that are harmful to our health? We are 
working with our suppliers so that they 

no longer use any such substances.

 
We support education and promote 
a fondness for reading through the 

building of libraries and training of public 
school professors. More than 3,000 

employees volunteer in projects 
throughout Brazil.

People are at the center of C&A’s sustainability principles and, as such, 
have priority in all our daily processes and relationships. We permanently 

seek to respect clients, value and recognize employees, strengthen 
suppliers, protect the environment and contribute to the development of 

communities where we do business.



Engagement & Protagonism
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Engagement & Protagonism



We put people in the center of our sustainability strategies.

The ethical and moral principles must be present on a 
daily basis when conducting our business and in our rela-
tionship with each one of our publics. Our Code of Ethics, 
which is presented to all employees when being hired, 
defines that its fulfillment is everyone’s responsibility, re-
gardless of job position, salary, function, years with the 
company and business area. In it, we cover matters such 
as commitment to the company, professional exemption 
and relations with employees, suppliers, clients, press 
and competition.

If employees witness or experience any transgression with 
regards to the Code of Ethics, they may present their case 
through the Open Channel, by e-mail or letter. Mail is de-
livered daily to the Executive Committee, which verifies 
the information in a confidential manner and evaluates 
the measures to be adopted. In up to 30 days, the em-
ployee is personally informed about the steps taken in 
regard to his/her claim.

Our concern with ethics also extends to the production 
chain. All suppliers, when entering into agreements with 
us, commit to comply with the C&A Code of Conduct for 
Supplying Goods. The requirements set forth in the doc-
ument are continuously monitored by SOCAM, an inde-
pendent audit firm contracted by C&A for this purpose.

Our Values 

3 Entrepreneurship and professionalism

3 Integrity

3 Professional development

3 Continuity

3 Dedication

Much more  
than fashion
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The company way 

The creation of Instituto C&A in 1991 marked the evolu-
tion of our social actions, from simple donations to struc-
tured private social investment. This experience led us 
on the path of socio-environmental responsibility in our 
daily operations. In 2006, we kicked off a pioneer initia-
tive in the sector aimed at monitoring labor issues in rela-
tion to our suppliers. In 2007, an internal committee was 
already coordinating initiatives such as waste separation, 
utilization of recycled paper, and water and energy saving 
activities. In 2008, the execution of an in-depth diagnosis 
identified the strengths and advances necessary for the 
company’s socio-environmental conduct.

However, it was in 2009 that sustainability management 
was centralized and themes began being worked on in 
a more structured manner. For such, we created an ex-
clusive area called Corporate Social Affairs (CSA), which 
policies prioritize valuing and recognizing people, educat-
ing for sustainability and leading by example.

CSA provides support to company areas, facilitating the 
development of sustainability strategies in the day-to-day 
of business activities and in awareness and training ac-
tions regarding this subject matter. The work themes were 
defined based on C&A’s Sustainability Principles, which 
manage the impacts of business activities on the envi-
ronment and on society, without forgetting the financial 
feasibility of operations.

OuR JOuRNEy

2006: SOCAM is implemented 
to monitor labor-related issues 
with suppliers

1991: Instituto C&A is 
founded, with a focus on the 
education of children and 
adolescents

2007: An internal committee 
is created to coordinate 
environmental initiatives 

2008: A study is 
conducted to identify our 
strengths and weaknesses

2009: Sustainability 
Area is created

Inauguration of C&A’s 
first Eco Store in Brazil 

2010: Publication of the 
first Sustainability Report, 
available at www.cea.com.br
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Sustainability Principles 

3  Value and recognize employees.
Invest in everyone’s potential and capacity, so that 
our employees are qualified to act as change agents;

3  Respect customers.
Always offer safe and good quality products, as well 
as service customers in a respectful and ethical 
manner;

3  Strengthen supplier relations.
Develop partnerships with our suppliers, based on 
high social, environmental and ethical standards;

3  Promote the sustainable development of 
communities. 
Focus on the social, economic and environmental 
dimensions;

3   Protect the environment.
Implement processes that minimize the impact of 
our activities.

Socio-environmental Investments (in thousands of R$)

 2009 2008

SOCAM 1,436 1,627
Corporate Social Affairs 560 139
Instituto C&A 14,314 12,677
Total 16,310 14,443

Note: Corporate Social Affairs’ investments refer to expenditures with 
print material, internal campaigns, participation in forums and conferen-
ces, audits, sustainability report, certifications, neutralization of events, 
CO2 emission analyses and support to organizations and initiatives.

Client Tais Souza Andrade considers the environment an important issue. “I believe 
that all companies should put this at the top of their priority list. Then think about 
the rest”, she says. Another sustainability issue she considers fundamental is the 
company’s relationship with its employees – how to deal with them and what labor 
practices it employs – and also with its clients. As a participant of the Fashion Council 
(see page 26 for more), she says that her admiration for C&A increased when she saw 
the trust the company deposits in the council.

 
As members of the Council, we are able to provide information for C&A 
to outline a series of goals, which I believe is important. We contribute by 
giving our opinions, which then become parameters
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Owners of the story

Our sustainability planning is aimed at generating long term 
value. People are the essence of our business and, as such, 
are at the center of everything we do. We encourage the par-
ticipation of each employee as protagonists of improvements 
throughout the company’s entire value chain.

In 2009, our areas developed a series of initiatives to hear 
suppliers, employees and clients. Their expectations fu-
eled the planning of new policies and new management 
models with a one to five-year implementation term. In 
addition to internal changes, we will take advantage of 
this direct contact with clients, which is inherent to the 
sector, to disseminate sustainability concepts and engage 
them in various ways.

Engagement at C&A

PUBLICS ENgAgEMENT

Clients
Image Survey, Fashion Council, Hidden 
Client, Laboratory-Store, Client Space, Talk 
to Us

Employees Engagement Survey, Open Channel, Direct 
Connection, Performance Assessment

Suppliers
Workshop with Suppliers, SOCAM Audit 
Process, Annual Opinion Survey, Supplier 
Space

Community

In the Right Direction, Infant Education, 
Full-Time Education and Volunteering 
Programs, Institutional Development 
of Civil Society Organizations, Friend of 
Children Company

Anna Christina Prado Souza is a frequent C&A shopper and recalls when her relationship with 
the store began. It was back in 1997, when she had her first child and was looking for baby 
clothes. “He was still very small and I remember that I bought a pair of colored sneakers, some 
overalls and a teddy bear, which he carried around for about three years. Each piece of clothing 
I looked at enchanted me. It was because of its baby clothing line that I went to C&A, and, after 
that, never stopped shopping there”, says Anna. “Fashion is something that really draws my 
attention, so I am always tuned in to what’s going on and looking at trends. And C&A is always 
presenting new things. It has a lot of variety, nice looking pieces of good taste, excellent quality 
and that are affordable”, she says. 

I like C&A fashion a lot, for it is always up-to-date on the 
latest trends. I identify with its concern about presenting 
what’s new, modern and what’s fashion. This has always 
enchanted me when I visit its stores
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Quality & Safety



We satisfy the desires of women who like to wear the latest trends, but 
also demand quality and affordable prices.

2009 was a year in which we underwent a major learn-
ing cycle about our clients and their desires and motiva-
tions. This is how we arrived at the women who enjoy 
the experience of buying fashion for themselves, for 
their husbands and their children. They seek the latest 
trends but also demand quality and do not want to pay 
a lot of money for it.

We are investing more and more in research and tools 
to get closer to our clients. In 2009, we tested new ways 
for presenting products, section layouts and service 
models through the creation of a “laboratory-store”. The 
survey involved 800 women with different consumption 
profiles who tend to shop at department stores. This ini-
tiative generated a series of results that are feeding our 
planning of practices for 2010 and beyond. The project 
also seeks to identify the perception and understanding 
of clients regarding sustainability themes and also test 
the receptivity of products that offer a lower environ-
mental footprint.

One of the immediate actions is the approval of a new 
service approach, which contributed in structuring the 
retail training area for stores. Another refers to the devel-
opment of a new format for presenting footwear, which 
has already been implemented at two stores in São Paulo 
(Morumbi Shopping and Shopping Center Norte).

In addition to information about products and services, 
the biggest benefit obtained with the laboratory-store 
has been the direct dialogue with clients. Hearing sug-
gestions, criticisms and compliments gave rise to a 
more consistent relationship, based on the recognition 
and valorization of people and mutual learning.

Sustainability results also began to surface in 2009, with 
the creation of the Client Space at the “green” store in-
augurated in Porto Alegre. Some clients questioned what 
sustainability is and how it can contribute to a more sus-
tainable world. Therefore, we have a long ways to go in 
informing, educating and mobilizing our clients to adopt a 
more sustainable lifestyle.

Dressed 
for success
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I’ve been shopping at C&A for so long that I can’t even 
remember when I started. I, my sister, my daughters 
and even my husband, who doesn’t even like shopping 
all that much, always drop by to see what’s new in the 
store. You find everything here
Says Edna Mancusi. In addition to variety, service is what attracts the entire 
family. “I think it’s really handy, as it gives you the freedom to choose, see 
what you like and set aside what you are going to take”.



Manifesto Vitrine

An army of advisors

We incorporated clients into our product development 
and improvement processes through the Fashion Coun-
cil. For six months, 300 women are invited to give their 
opinion about certain products or collections. Council 
members are regularly notified as to what was done about 
their recommendations and the results they generated. 
Two Fashion Councils are organized yearly. In 2009, 
the initiative concluded its sixth edition, having passed 
through the cities of Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro, Porto 
Alegre, Salvador and São Paulo.

Other periodic surveys also have a fixed spot on our 
agenda, helping us get closer to our clients and moni-
tor perception changes about our products and services. 
One of the main activities is the image survey, which is 

Member of the Fashion Council, Ana Carolina Tamasauskas says that, now, she feels at home 
when entering a C&A store. “When I sent an e-mail saying that my card had a problem, I 
was assisted immediately”, recalls the 22-year old youngster, who obtained her own C&A 
Card as soon as she began working back in 2005. “My mother used to bring me here when 
I was younger and I was allowed to choose my own clothes”, she remembers. An Advertising 
student, Ana Carolina admires the Fashion Council initiative. As a member of the Council, 
she enjoys contributing with improvements, such as the presentation of backpacks, which 
end up not being seen by women when they are exhibited in the men’s section. 

“I feel that I’m not just another number. I’m a satisfied customer who 
gives opinions and these opinions are good for something”.

carried out annually since 2002. The survey comprises 
1,200 people who go to department stores in five large 
capital cities in Brazil and analyze various indicators of 
how clients perceive the company.

In turn, the Hidden Client survey is specifically directed 
at store operations. Once a semester, all units receive five 
researchers who assess important customer satisfaction 
items, such as the size of lines for paying, assistance of-
fered in dressing rooms, organization and cleanliness. 
The stores need to achieve an annual average of 85% in 
customer satisfaction. Those with unsatisfactory results 
need to design an action plan to continuously improve 
their customer satisfaction levels.  

Ana Carolina Tamasauskas,  
member of the Fashion Council

When I write criticisms on those little 
forms at other stores, I never receive 
any feedback. At C&A it’s different; I 
know I’m talking to someone
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ThE ChAllEngE in MAnAging COMPlAinTS

Clients wishing to contact us, be it to pay a compliment, present a complaint 
or suggest something, may do so by sending an e-mail to Fale Conosco 
(Talk to Us) in our website www.cea.com.br, or deposit letters in the boxes 
distributed in all stores. A third option are the electronic terminals available 
in some stores, the number of which is being expanded gradually.

We are currently revising these channels with the objective of centralizing 
all this information in order to then manage it more efficiently. Answering 
all customer messages adequately is one of our main challenges and 
commitments in 2010. 

Evolution in Customer Contacts 

  TALk TO US ANd 
WEBSITE

COmPLAINTS IN 
NEWSPAPERS

mANIFESTATIONS IN 
COmPLAIN HERE

  2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008

Suggestions 351 314 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Compliments 87 84 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Complaints 2,027 1,892 229 271 533 467

Information 6,524 8,650 n/a n/a n/a n/a

TOTAl 8,989 10,940 229 271 533 467

Note: n/a (not applicable). We currently do not have a Contact Center (SAC) 
or toll-free service.  
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Margarette Figueira de Souza (left) started her professional career at C&A in 1999. Today, she’s the 
operational leader of the women’s department and visual merchandising. With the experience already 
acquired, she decided to invest in her career and is currently in her last year of the Managerial 
Processes Technician course. “For me, it’s a huge honor to work here”, she says, adding that the 
satisfaction is even greater because she works at the Shopping Center Norte store in São Paulo. 
“As soon as the store reopened, all employees were amazed and felt even more motivated to work. 
You could feel that the internal environment had changed, the climate was totally different”, says 
Margarette. Service was entirely reformulated also. According to Margarette, it maintains the original 
model but is much more customer oriented. 

“I shop here a lot, visit the 
store weekly and it is easy 
to see how the new store 

has changed. It’s more 
organized, more pleasant 
to browse and even the 

products look prettier and 
easier to match, because the 
store presentation is much 

better now.” 
Renata Christina França (right), a client 

for over 13 years, says that she visits other 
stores, but when she needs something 

specific, she goes straight to C&A, since 
that’s where she will find what she’s 

looking for. She also noted the change in 
service model, which she complimented, 
as well as the footwear section, developed 
based on experiences obtained from the 

laboratory-store. “It looks really different. 
The shoes look like they have more 

quality”, she noted.The new concept is to offer preferential service and prioritize 
what the client is looking for. We work with a focus on making 
this eternal, because this is how it has to be perceived. And our 
efforts are paying off
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A store you could call ‘my store’ 

Since 2008, all stores we inaugurated or remodeled 
have a new format. Inspired by the day-to-day life in 
large cities the new concept is modern, innovative and 
based on the shopping experience. All changes were 
planned to better serve clients, with greater comfort, 
efficiency and quality. At the end of 2009, 20 stores 
throughout the country already operated under the new 
model, all of them equipped with the new electronic 
terminal for customer suggestions and complaints. The 
new model was well-received by the market and is part 
of our brand repositioning strategy.

More visibility, more responsibility

In addition to satisfying the desire for quick and demo-
cratic fashion, in consonance with store windows from 
around the world, we created the C&A Collection in 2009. 
These are special collections signed by famous stylists, 
which attract people looking for unique products that of-
fer quality at affordable prices. In 2009, we established 
partnerships with three renowned stylists – Reinaldo Lou-
renço, Isabela Capeto and Amir Slama –, who exchanged 
experiences with us on how to develop exclusive products 
for mass production. These special collections will con-
tinue in 2010 with new stylists.

The new positioning “If it’s in store windows, it’s at C&A” 
includes ad campaigns that seek identification with the 
younger audience and are marked by an innovative, mod-
ern and bold approach. Campaigns that involve some sort 
of promotion are registered with the respective entities, in 
accordance with legislation in effect. We adopted ethical 
standards in our communication, seeking initiatives that 
are in conformity with good market practices, even in the 
eventual absence of explicit laws or regulations.

An example of this are the Kids’ Day campaigns, which 
are not aired on kids’ channels. In spite of adopting such 
precautions, we were notified by the Public Prosecution 
Service (MP) of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo regarding an 
accusation presented by Alana Institute that we were inna-
propriately encouraging infant consumption in campaigns 
aired in 2007 and 2009.

We believe there was no abuse in these ad pieces, which 
were directed at adults and people responsible for children 
to explain in a positive, clear and informative manner the 
conditions of the sale promotions of kids’ clothing. In Rio 
de Janeiro, the Public Prosecution Service (MP) decided 
to not file a suit and is now awaiting Alana Institute’s posi-
tioning to close the case. In São Paulo, we are awaiting the 
court’s decision.
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Quality at all cost

The commitment to satisfy customers presupposes re-
sponsibility for the products we sell. For this reason, 
we establish rigorous assessment procedures regarding 
the quality of our clothes, shoes and accessories. These 
evaluations are carried out at our distribution centers or 
by outsourced companies, whereby suppliers are respon-
sible for managing production to ensure their products 
comply with the standards defined by C&A. A total of 220 
inspection requests are made daily.

In 2009, we raised our quality requirements for products 
delivered to our suppliers. This change led to the execu-
tion of a pilot training project on the continuous improve-

ment of processes and quality for 68 suppliers, which 
account for 60% of the total volume received. The result 
was positive for all of them: we closed the year with 6% 
of orders rejected compared to 10% in 2008. In practice, 
the initiative also strengthens the management and ef-
ficiency of our suppliers, who no longer incur financial 
losses for not having been able to deliver products. In 
2010, training will be extended to the entire chain.

The improved performance of suppliers was also per-
ceived in stores. In 2009, we reduced the volume of prod-
ucts returned due to quality problems by 31%.

Owner of Petersen Têxtil, George Geisler Petersen has been a C&A supplier since 1991. He recalls that, 
even back then, the company already conducted various process improvement actions that result in 
the low product return levels registered today. The Quality Assurance Program is one of them, which he 
believes is a very good initiative.

“The program focuses directly on efficiency, which is a consensus among companies and 
Petersen’s objective. Proof of this are the quality control actions already applied in the 
various stages of the process: control in the purchase of thread, dyeing of fabric, cutting 
and sewing, review, hanging and transportation of products”, says Petersen.
He highlights the optimization in the delivery and receiving of orders, with mechanisms to ensure the 
product’s quality and ultimate satisfaction of clients. Executed jointly, for him “this action definitively 
contributes to the good relationship between C&A and its suppliers”.
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Quality Control Performance 

 NUmBER OF SAmPLES SAmPLES REjECTEd SAmPLES APPROvEd

PROdUCT diViSiOnS 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008
Women’s 4,773 4,201 481 769 4,292 3,432

men’s 2,809 2,749 294 649 2,515 2,100

Infant 6,654 5,691 646 918 6,008 4,773

Accessories 4,303 4,417 531 688 3,772 3,729

TOTAl 18,539 17,058 1,952 3,024 16,587 14,034

RATiO 100% 100% 11% 18% 89% 82%

The efforts to safeguard the health and safety of our 
clients are applied in various phases in the lifecycle of 
products. We conduct lab tests that assess the quality 
and durability of products, in addition to new initiatives 
associated to mechanical and chemical safety (see pages 
32 and 33 for more). All products also undergo visual 
inspections for purposes of identifying defects that may 
compromise the health of our clients, such as nails jutting 
out from shoes, rough edges on metallic and plastic parts, 
excess thread on the internal part of clothes and small 
pieces of pins and needles.

In 2009, we increased this concern with textile cloth-
ing, which includes women’s, men’s and kid’s clothing, 
as well as lingerie and pajamas. Now, this evaluation en-
compasses everything from the development of a product 
concept and definition of minimum quality specifications, 
to the utilization phase by the client. This led to the vol-
ume of pieces in which these procedures are applied to 
increase from 25% to 80%.

For footwear (women’s, men’s and kid’s), bijouterie 
(earrings, bracelets, rings and pins) and accessories 
(handbags, belts and hats) we focus essentially on the 
production and storage, distribution and supply stages 
of products. In the case of footwear, the client utilization 
stage is also considered, boosting the volume of parts 
evaluated in 2009 from 25% to 38%.

68   
Suppliers underwent continuous 
process-improvement training

Note: our analysis process is defined according to the following parameters: MQS (Minimum Quality 
Specification), IMS (Infant Mechanical Safety) and CD (Conformity Defects). Defects are identified after 
approval of the pilot piece and may arise during the production process of the order.
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SAfE ChildREn

We pay special attention to the quality and safety of kid’s 
clothing. In 2007, we began implementing pioneer me-
chanical safety concepts and methodologies in Brazil for 
clothing, footwear and accessories for children and ado-
lescents up to the age of 16. The main focus is on chil-
dren up to 3 years old, an age in which the risks of chok-
ing on small pieces, like buttons, or suffocating on chords 
are higher. As there’s no legislation on this subject matter 
in Brazil, we voluntarily follow the principles adopted by 
C&A in Europe, which are based on local legislation.

Since this topic is still new and not very well known, it 
was necessary to communicate and mobilize the supply 
chain. We organized awareness and training workshops 
for suppliers, who received a manual containing detailed 
information about procedures and materials used in pro-
duction. Safety criteria are adopted from the time pieces 
are created and analyzed in product quality inspections 
using specific equipment for mechanical tests. Some of 
our suppliers also willingly purchased this equipment to 
analyze their products prior to shipping them to C&A.

Cristiane Santos de Carvalho, C&A client for almost 20 years, says that since her 
daughter Sarah was born two years ago, she has purchased a lot of baby clothing at the 
store, particularly dresses. 

 
Mothers are more detail-oriented. I always pull at the buttons to 
see if they are firm. The sewing is also reinforced. I can feel it when 
dressing my daughter. At other stores, you don’t see this sort of care 
as much – even more so with children, who are unpredictable. So, the 
more safety, the merrier
In addition to this competitive advantage, Cristiane adds that she prefers C&A’s kid’s 
fashion because it doesn’t imitate adult fashion. “I really like clothes that are made for 
kids, pink colored and full of ruffles”, she says. As they have a lot of quality, the clothes 
that no longer fit Sarah I give to her cousin who is one month younger. 
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C&A is being a pioneer in the Brazilian 
market and, since we’re together in 
this project, we too are pioneers in our 
segment
Josir Victor Ramos, owner of Intertêxtil, has been a 
supplier of intimate wear for C&A for nineteen years. 
“I always say that our company is an extension of 
C&A”, he kids. Due to the close relationship, he was 
one of the first suppliers invited to participate in 
the chemical safety pilot project and recognizes the 
importance of the initiative.

“We were happy to participate because this inserts 
us in the global context. Abroad, requirements 
already exist, and only companies that export had 
this preoccupation”, said Josir.

gest of which are clothes for kids up to the age of three. The 
tests are conducted at licensed laboratories abroad.

Clothes are the primary focus of the Textile Chemical 
Safety area, which will be fully structured in 2010 and 
will analyze an average of 10 thousand products annu-
ally, furnished by roughly 300 suppliers. Over the next 
few years, the objective is to also include footwear and ac-
cessories in this process. Until then, we will be investing 
more and more in the education and training of suppliers.

Notwithstanding, footwear suppliers voluntarily began 
utilizing water-based adhesives, substituting those made 
with solvents. In 2009, 42% of our footwear was pro-
duced using water-based adhesives.

ClOThES fREE Of TOxiC SUbSTAnCES

Another important product safety front is the voluntary 
structuring of chemical safety processes, also without 
legislation in Brazil and that are based on European stan-
dards, which are the most advanced in the world today. In 
2009, we executed a pilot project with seven suppliers of 
different product categories. The tests tracked 23 types of 
toxic substances that, when in close contact with the skin, 
may cause allergies and other health problems.

The biggest problems occur in the stamping, dyeing and 
laundry processes. Various items inserted in pieces of 
clothing also pose major risk, such as zippers, buttons and 
labels. Such risks are classified according to three levels, 
pursuant to their degree of contact with the skin, the big-

C&A CARd

In addition to democratic fashion, we also offer our clients 
payment options thorough the C&A Card. The financial 
services associated to the card, such as insurance and 
personal loans, act as a tool for building customer loyalty.

Our employees are oriented as to the proper customer 
approach for selling the card, pursuant to our ethics 
principles. Another initiative example that we monitor 
closely is the voluntary acquisition of insurance against 
card theft, which we charge R$ 2.90 in each bill 
issued. Every week, we contact a sample of clients who 

purchased the product and verify whether they are aware 
of said purchase. Since the beginning of the survey back 
in 2007, the number of inappropriate sales dropped from 
60% down to 20%.

Even though responsibility for the credit policy pertains to 
Banco Bradesco, which bank acquired Banco ibi (credit 
card administrator) in 2009, we still seek to influence 
risk decisions aimed at the financial health of our clients, 
taking into account aspects such as indebtedness levels 
and the availability of lines of credit. 
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Autonomy & Responsibility
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Autonomy & Responsibility



Valuing and recognizing people was a natural choice for C&A. After all, 
it is our employees who make the company click each and every day.

The relationship with our employees, or associates as 
we call them internally, is based on a culture of dialogue 
and participation, which encourages autonomy with re-
sponsibility. As authentic retail representatives, our work 
dynamic is agile and includes the daily monitoring of re-

sults. We total more than 17,000 people throughout the 
country, guaranteeing fulfillment of operations necessary 
for optimum functioning of the company. Therefore, busi-
ness perpetuity depends on valuing and recognizing each 
individual and long-term relationships. 

Employee numbers and location

FULL-TIME EMpLOYEES pART-TIME EMpLOYEES TEMpORARY EMpLOYEES OUTSOURCED EMpLOYEES

REGION 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008 2009 2008
North 1,050 972 50 54 159 400 383 55
Northeast 3,761 3,843 579 695 398 1,253 908 241
Midwest 525 547 483 487 68 267 91 62
Southeast 6,051 5,957 4,088 4,399 603 2,350 1,322 689
South 884 882 391 438 131 362 122 109
TOTAL 12,271 12,201 5,591 6,073 1,359 4,632 2,826 1,156

Note: We do not have hour load indicators for outsourced or temporary contract employees. Numbers indicated above contemplate full or 
part-time employees.

The fashion squadron
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At the end of 2008, our employees participated in an en-
gagement and organizational climate survey conducted 
worldwide by the Cofra Group. Questions were answered 
voluntarily and applied at the Head Office, whereby 86% 
participated in the survey. The undertaking was comple-
mented by sample groups of store managers.

This survey revealed important positive results: 89% of em-
ployees perceive C&A as an ethical company; 88% identify 
with the mission, behavior and values; and 83% are proud 
of being part of the company. Weaknesses are concen-
trated in the need for more clarity regarding company di-
rection and people management improvement, especially 
through the creation of technical development and training 
programs.

These demands, as pointed out by our employees, led to 
a comprehensive restructuring in people management, 
which should be concluded over the next five years. The 
first steps involve disseminating these strategies and mobi-
lizing everyone in the company.

Even though these initiatives will generate results for the 
future, the engagement survey has already initiated an ap-
proximation of all employees. In this way, we wish to reaf-
firm our values, increase employee satisfaction and invite 
everyone to actively participate in the construction of an 
increasingly sustainable business. Engagement evolution 
will be periodically monitored by new surveys.

Mercês Aparecida Igidio participated in the first Capacitar e Acontecer (Train and Happen) 
program group (see page 40 for more). She is a quality inspector at the Tamboré Distribution 
Center and approved the idea of going back to school.  

It had been sometime since I stopped studying and then the opportunity to 
recycle knowledge appeared. I signed up, liked it and learned a lot over the 
past two years. The teachers were very good and it was an opportunity for 
those who wanted to go to university. Other people were also promoted and 
changed areas through the course
For Mercês, the course graduation paper (TCC), which follows the model used in universities, 
was one of her main learning experiences.

“It was a new and motivational experience because I didn’t even know the meaning of my 
work. We did a study on sustainability in fabric and received support from supervisors, even 
from other areas”.

Besides gaining new knowledge, Mercês approved the experience. “We relate to those we work 
with in a different way, have contact with other areas and end up becoming more involved with 
the company”, she concluded.
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Manifesto Vitrine

Path to follow
Of all improvement fronts for the next few years, people 
management has received absolute priority. For this 
reason, we dedicated 2009 to formulating new policies, 
programs and practices. With regards to job positions 
and wages, for example, the objective is to organize po-
sitions within the company pursuant to a more precise 
classification of roles and responsibilities, as well as de-
fine more competitive compensation policies and in line 
with our strategy.

As far as Training and Development is concerned, the 
job is to define a model of competencies, design career 
paths to be followed by employees and create the train-
ing necessary for professional development addressing 
contemporary issues. All technical courses will be under 
the responsibility of each company area. The latest are 
in-store e-learning courses that started in 2010 and the 
Academy of Leaders for executives as of 2011.

These initiatives increment the already existing work in 
training and development. Managers are encouraged to 
improve their teams’ performance, following a plan they 
define together with each employee. For such, they base 

themselves on performance assessment results, which 
are applied annually throughout the company indicating 
strengths and opportunities for improvement the follow-
ing year, defining goals and strategies.

The challenge of the new people management proposal is 
to develop a performance assessment that contemplates 
issues related to sustainability and long-term perspectives.

Training now

We believe that promoting the education and training of 
our teams is the means for transforming them in protago-
nists of their own stories. For example, we have partner-
ships with universities targeted at offering discounts and 
encouraging employees to continue their studies. Besides 
this formal education incentive, we have develop struc-
tured professional training programs.

One of them is the Supervisor Development Program, the 
objective of which is to train them to manage stores and 
take over managerial positions.
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EMpLOYEES SUBJECTED TO pERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS

Head Office

Stores

Distribution Center

Note: In 2008, 97.4% of employees in management level positions at 
stores and distribution centers were given performance assessments. 
We do not have separate data compiled for each type of operational unit.

pROFESSIONAL TRAININg

Promote the education and training of our teams 
is the means for transforming them in protago-
nists of their own history.

Alexandre Farias da Silva started working at C&A in Porto Alegre in 1987 when he was 
19 years old. Today, 23 years later, he is now manager of the Duque de Caxias store in 
Rio de Janeiro. “In order to develop an internal career at C&A it is necessary to perform 
and be qualified. I lacked the qualification, so I pursued it”, he said. After earning his 
undergraduate degree in 2008, Alexandre participated in the Supervisor Development 
Program in 2009, which was a milestone in his career. “I already knew all the operational 
processes, but I needed to undergo the management specialization module, which 
qualified you to take on the management of a business unit”, he explained. Alexandre also 
highlighted the importance of doing the course in another region. 

It was a very rich experience. I already had many years with the company, 
but only in the south region of the country, and my training was held in Rio 
de Janeiro. As a manager, it is important to understand this vast cultural 
diversity in Brazil. This provides the experience to manage the business 
without forgetting the company culture, taking it to all places

2009

98% 87.3% 96%
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In total, 55 employees already participated in the pro-
gram, of which 27 did it in 2009. Candidates are appoint-
ed by their own managers and undergo a selection pro-
cess that takes into consideration amount of time with the 
company, performance and assessments carried out by 
an outsourced consulting firm. The number of openings 
varies according to demand and those selected undergo 
a six-month specialization course.

There are specific training programs in the distribution 
centers, such as the Education Project in partnership 
with Fundação Bradesco, which trained 380 employees 
who had not yet concluded elementary and high school, 
as well as a basic IT course for 420 employees. From 
2006 to 2009, another 70 employees also participated 
in the Capacitar e Acontecer program (Train and Hap-
pen), which provided free complementary classes in 
Portuguese, math and general knowledge. The course, 
which was approved by the Ministry of Education (MEC), 
lasts a year and a half with classes before and after 
work. Feeling encouraged, many employees decided to 
enroll in university courses. In light of the good results, 
we plan to give continuity to the Capacitar e Acontecer 
program in a format that adapts itself to our reality, and 
kick off a new course in 2010 - this time focusing on the 
undergraduate level.

Melina Saraiva Paulo has worked at C&A for more than seven years, and has seen her 
store be transformed into C&A Eco (see page 72 for more). For her, it is a reason for 
pride. “Ever since I started I saw C&A’s concern for sustainability, and now it is doing 
even more and demonstrating it to our clients”, she highlighted. She recalls that she 
learned a lot through training on this topic, which she received before starting work 
in the new store. “It was wonderful, because we stopped to think about how some 
attitudes can make a difference. And, that there’s no point in having loads of ideas 
about how to save the planet if we don’t put them into practice”. Sensitized by the 
lectures and videos on global warming, Melina believes that things can get worse if 
each one of us does not chip in and start doing our part.  
 

I try to do the maximum possible at home and in the company, 
multiplying this information to everyone around me and to clients. 
Some appear to be very interested and highly praise us  
for this attitude
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FOR POLITE AND EFFICIENT CUSTOMER SERVICE

One of the new things in personnel training is the 
structuring of the Sales Department’s (DDV) Retail 
Training area, which incorporates more than 30 training 
programs that already exist in operations, such as 
organization, replenishment and fitting rooms. Current 
training programs will be revised and modernized while 
others will be implemented through new courses, in more 
dynamic in loco formats or computer-based.

A few pilot tests were carried out in 2009, such as 
Customer Service Quality training, ministered to a few 
employees in the laboratory-store (see page 24 for 
more), and sustainability training provided to the green 
store employees in porto Alegre (C&A Eco). The positive 
receptivity led us to replicate these training programs in 
2010 to all store employees in a more structured manner.

During the first semester of 2010, we trained managers, 
supervisors and operational leaders to minister the 
training programs. During the second half of the year, we 

will re-launch an old support program for store managers 
for selecting, hiring and integrating new people.

Also foreseen for 2010 is a revision of the Loss prevention 
training program, which trains inspectors responsible for 
monitoring store processes and avoid financial losses. The 
modules in this training program include information on 
the receiving of merchandise, opening and closing stores, 
internal procedures, approach in case of theft suspicion and 
treatment of customers in order to avoid discrimination, 
moral harassment and physical aggression. All employees 
hired to carry out inspection activities are submitted to this 
training program. Of the total amount of professionals who 
work in this area, 30% were hired and trained in 2009.

Besides improving customer service and store 
performance, the initiative is an opportunity for personal 
and professional valorization of our employees, who learn 
more about our processes and our sustainability activities, 
thereby better incorporating our values and our culture.
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A young and feminine company

Ever since 1978, we have held the Trainee Program, one 
of the first in Brazil. Training lasts for 15 months and is 
divided into theoretical modules in classrooms, monitoring 
of operations in all departments of the Head Office and 
hands-on training in stores. During the last three months, 
participants return to the classroom for up to two weeks to 
learn about the management tools prepared and, in the 
end, they take on a managerial position in the commercial 
area. In 2010, the program will be expanded to the pur-
chasing department.

Since 1976, we have hired youngsters as of 17 years of 
age for our Head Office, stores and distribution centers, 
developing and training professionals who will take on jobs 
according to their profile and opportunities. This hiring 
takes place under the “first job” classification, pursuant to 
article 403 of the CLT (labor legislation). In 1999, we began 
hiring apprentices, from 15 to 17 years of age, pursuant 
to law 10.097. Labor contracts with these youngsters are 
brokered through a program that trains specialized profes-
sionals and has a maximum duration of two years. Many 
remain with the company after this period, and receive 
good preparation for commencing their careers.

Purchasing Manager of the Strategic Projects area, Alberto Buss from Rio Grande do Sul 
started out at C&A as a trainee.

“In terms of professional training it was a fantastic experience, being in the largest 
fashion retail chain in the country and getting to know the entire structure of a large 
company. As trainees, we worked with employees, customers and suppliers. One 
day is never the same as the next, and that’s what makes my eyes shine”, he said. 
According to him, the program provides very fast personal and professional maturity and at 
the same time affords visibility. Having graduated in Business Administration, being selected 
as a trainee was like a graduation present for him. “I received my diploma on Sunday and on 
Monday I got a call saying I had been accepted to the program. 15 days later I was in São 
Paulo beginning my training”, he remembers.
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The program develops our talents in an impressive way. This 
happens because we are constantly monitored, by the manager  
to the regional manager up to the director. For a trainee, it’s  
great to know that there are people looking out for you and that 
if you do competent work, you can grow very quickly and in a 
consistent manner 
Alberto Buss,  
purchasing Manager in the Strategic projects area
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In 2009, we created the Young Apprentice Support Pro-
gram, which provides psychological support for adoles-
cents through lectures and mentors, and also for their 
families, in addition to the support and monitoring of 
drug addicts.

The practice of contracting local labor leads our units to 
reflect the demographic richness of the surrounding com-
munity. In recruiting future employees for stores and distri-

bution centers, who represent more than 90% of our staff, 
preference is given to professionals who live in neighbor-
hoods or cities close to the work location, as long as they 
satisfy the requirements necessary for the job opening. The 
large concentration of women is also a predominant char-
acteristic at C&A. Naturally attracted by the fashion busi-
ness, they represent 70% of all employees. Together with 
the trainees and a large number of youngsters making their 
debut in the job market, they are part of our diversity.

Ana Carolina Tamasauskas,  
Integrante do Conselho Fashion

WHO ARE WE 
 
EMpLOYEE pROFILE 2009 2008

AGE MEN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMEN TOTAL
Up to 17 235 386 621 199 479 678
From 18 to 30 4,015 10,534 14,549 4,118 10,838 14,956
From 31 to 40 870 1,071 1,941 904 974 1,878
From 41 to 50 253 338 591 266 343 609
Over 50 63 97 160 67 86 153
AVERAGE AGE 26.2 24.5 26.5 24.2
TIME WITH COMpANY 2009 2008

YEARS MEN WOMEN TOTAL WOMEN MEN TOTAL

Up to 3 years 3,946 9,235 13,181 4,191 9,720 13,911
From 4 to 10 1,177 2,474 3,651 1,026 2,250 3,276
From 11 to 20 263 554 817 279 597 876
Over 20 50 163 213 58 153 211
AVERAGE YEARS WORKED 3.1 3.0 3 2.9
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SCHOOLINg LEVEL  – ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

SCHOOLINg LEVEL  – HIGH SCHOOL

SCHOOLINg LEVEL  – COLLEGE

Men

Women

Men

Women

Men

Women

2009

2009

2009

2008

2008

2008

256

10,758

1,423

Total: 501

Total: 15,205

Total: 2,156

Total: 15,419

Total: 2,286

Total: 569

289

10,930

1,501

280

4,489

785

245

4,447

733

WORK SHIFT  – PART-TIME

Men

Women

2009 
Total: 5,591

4,250

1,341

4,672

1,401

WORK SHIFT  – FULL-TIME

Men

Women 4,095

8,176 8,048

4,153

MANAgEMENT

Note: Management positions are not commission-based

Men

Women
213

206

208

182

2008 
Total: 6,073

2008 
Total: 12,201

2008 
Total: 419

2009 
Total: 12,271

2009 
Total: 390
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Another point that stands out are people with disabilities, 
who already were part of our staff before legislation was 
enacted on this subject matter, which requires the hir-
ing of a percentage of people with disabilities according 
to the total number of company employees. In order to 
train these people, who require special care, we devel-
oped the Open Doors Program, which recruits and inserts 
professionals in the day-to-day operations of stores, Head 
Office and distribution centers and instructs managers 
as to which functions can be attributed to each person 
pursuant to their professional profile and competencies. 
Each unit is responsible for recruiting, which is carried 
out through partnerships with local entities.

In order to facilitate adaptation of people with disabili-
ties, our internal training videos contain subtitles. At the 
distribution centers there are Libras courses (Brazilian 
sign language) for people with hearing disabilities who 
were not given the opportunity to learn the language and 
these are extended to their families, all managers and 
to least two employees in each sector. On special occa-
sions, such as performance assessments, seminars and 
lectures, translators are used in order to avoid commu-
nication problems.

A new internal communication format 

We have different methods of communication for maintain-
ing all employees informed as to company changes and 
novelties. In tune with recent strategic changes throughout 

the company, the communication area also revised and 
updated its role. For 2010, for example, we are implement-
ing a new internal access portal, which includes all com-
munication channels, such as e-mail and the Mural news-
paper, in a more dynamic, playful and democratic format.

The VoC&A magazine was reformulated to draw readers 
closer, and now publishes human resources and quality-
of-life information, besides divulging new collections and 
fashion tips. The magazine is produced using recycled 
paper and no plasticization in order to reduce costs and 
environmental impact. VoC&A is distributed bimonthly to 
all employees.

Team management

In order to ensure the maintenance of a good daily work 
routine, we created the Direct Connection groups in 
stores, Head Office and distribution centers. The groups 
are made up of representatives from all areas who meet 
once a month and exchange information to improve op-
erations. The members of each group are responsible for 
identifying all the demands of their team and then provide 
feedback to the team regarding deadlines and monitor 
decisions taken.

More than a channel for hearing employees and im-
proving ties, the Direct Channel is a tool for helping em-
ployees feel that they truly belong and participate in the  
company’s trajectory.

We are all diverse 
EMpLOYEE ETHNICITY 2009 2008

Yellow 500 3% 590 3%
White 9,590 54% 10,194 56%
Indigenous 129 1% 0 0%
Brown 6,268 35% 6,000 33%
Black 1,368 8% 1,350 7%
Not disclosed 7 0% 140 1%

Note: race-color data was self-declared by employees at time 
of hiring.
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Fábio Fernando Trevi da Silva was one of first 
employees with a hearing disability to join 
C&A together with two schoolmates. It was his 
first job and while he was learning from the 
company, the company was also learning from 
him. “When I started in 1998, the company 
didn’t yet have interpreters. I felt a little 
lost. However, with time they began to hire 
interpreters for lectures and I began to better 
understand the way C&A works”, he recalls. 
Today, he says that both he and his colleagues 
really enjoy working at the company, which he 
feels is special. Over the years, Fábio has built 
friendships with colleagues, and many have 
asked him to teach them sign language. Even 
with those who don’t know how to sign, he 
manages to communicate because of the work.

“Some of the people know the 
operations well and can help me. 
Our communication is easier. 
Having spent so much time in 
there, in the day-to-day routine 
we manage to communicate one 
way or another.”

I requested an area transfer after seven years because I wanted 
to learn other activities. I talked with my boss and he said he 
would call me as soon as an opening came up. I am very happy 
for having worked in the stock area, were I have now been for 
four of the 11 years I’ve been with the company
Fábio Fernando Trevi da Silva 
Distribution Center Employee, São paulo
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We conduct periodic audits in the production chain and  
improve ties with suppliers

Since 1996, we have had a strict Code of Conduct for the 
Supply of Merchandise, which must necessarily be ac-
cepted via contract and is valid worldwide. It describes 
standards of good business conduct and social aspects 
defined by the International Labor Organization (ILO). 
We see to that this code is applied as a priority and an 
opportunity to protect our image and reputation as being 
co-responsible for the products we sell. Through it, we 
wish to show our customers our concern in manufac-
turing socially responsible products and improving work 
conditions in the textile industry, which influences prod-
uct quality and fulfillment of delivery deadlines.

However, in 2006, discovery of illegal immigrant labor 
exploitation in clothing workshops subcontracted by 
our direct suppliers, led us to advance in our practices 
and structure C&A’s international independent audit or-
ganization in Brazil, SOCAM (Service Organization for 

Compliance Audit Management). We adopted the same 
model used in Europe, thereby ensuring that all domes-
tic and international suppliers of C&A are submitted  
to regular audits.

We carried out the first inspections in July 2006. In 
September of that year, we defined the local processes 
and the operating model, which made us the first de-
partment store in Brazil to audit the entire production 
chain. The methodology consists of nonscheduled 
visits to 100% of our direct suppliers and all work-
shops hired by them. These production units, whether 
owned or subcontracted, must be informed to C&A at 
the time the supplier is registered. This number may 
vary considerably and the vast extension of the chain 
makes tracking complicated. In 2009, there were 
556 contracts in effect, each with a different number  
of subcontractors.

Distribution of suppliers subject to the  
Code of Conduct
STATES SUppLIERS WORKSHOpS
BA 9 3
CE 8 10
ES 14 26
gO 4 11
Mg 56 138
MS 7 6
MT 0 1
pB 4 0
pE 4 1
pR 16 68
RJ 49 41
RN 2 34
RS 46 102
SC 72 431
SE 3 0
Sp 262 1,069
TOTAL 556 1,941

From end to end
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“It is very gratifying to see how much good our 
visits do for people and how they can improve 
based on our instructions”, states SOCAM auditor 
Maria Zenaide da Silva Carvalho. Zenaide’s story 
at C&A merges with the beginning of SOCAM’s 
activities in 2006. “In all this time there have 
been a lot of stories”, she comments. One that 
caught her attention was the case of a printing 
shop that started out very small and today is a 
major supplier. “The owner grew through the 
sweat of his labor. He didn’t go to university 
and told us that life taught him everything, and 
that he grew thanks to his curiosity and our 
instructions”. She said that laundry and printing 
companies show interest in sustainability and 
now use waste treatment systems to separate the 
waste generated by their production. Others have 
regularized the entire situation of youngsters 16 
to 18 years old and no longer hire minors. Many 
foreigners have also shown interest in improving 
their infrastructure and regularizing 
their documents in order to become 
residents in the country, especially 
because they know that SOCAM 
requires this from all suppliers. She 
concludes by saying: 

“I do this job because I believe 
in the benefits that people can 
gain from this”.

When I enter an establishment, people ask me: 
where can I improve? I tell them and they write it 
down. When we come back three months later, at 
least 50% of the things have been done

Maria Zenaide da Silva 
SOCAM Auditor
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SOCAM conducts approximately 2,000 inspections an-
nually, with over 80% being done at clothes-making 
workshops. All information collected generates important 
reports for controlling work evolution. More than verify-
ing compliance with laws and the Code of Conduct, SO-
CAM makes suppliers aware and instructs them on how 
to maintain good working conditions. Results are already 
being felt in practice by auditors, who are being increas-
ingly better welcomed in their visits. Many establishment 
owners are already prepared to show their invoices and 
new equipment, among other improvements.

In 2009, we increased requirements regarding occupa-
tional health and safety, which are generating action plans 
for improving suppliers. Furthermore, over the last few 
months, SOCAM audits were extended to fixed suppliers 
of engineering and office supplies. One of the greatest 
challenges for the next few years is the development of 
environmental assessment processes.

SOCAM audits
ESTABLISHMENTS AUDITED 2009 2008 2007 2006
Suppliers 272 128 461 78
Workshops 1,864 2,034 1,921 410
TOTAL 2,136 2,162 2,382 488

Note: figures have been kept since September 2006 when SOCAM’s activities first started. Establishments 
audited in 2009 correspond to 85.5% of all supplier establishments. We do not have consolidated figures 
for total workshops in the previous years. 

Accountability, step-by-step

At present, SOCAM consists of four auditors in Brazil 
trained and qualified in international labor health and 
safety standards, in addition to a team located at our 
Head Office. The auditors meet twice a year to plan 
visitation logistics, being careful to alternate between 
regions. Main markets are the states of Paraná, Rio de 
Janeiro, Santa Catarina, Espírito Santo, Rio Grande do 
Norte and São Paulo and the greater São Paulo region 
– which region is considered the most critical.

Inspections follow a script that includes 169 items to 
be verified, starting with an update of company data, 
which is normally carried out with the owner. Auditors 
also talk to employees to check information and better 
understand the work context, always seeking to show 
that the objective of this work is to improve practices, 
not punish or coerce.
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At the end of the visit, they talk to the owner again ad-
dressing the final assessment and points to be improved.

The information is compiled in reports along with photos 
of the location and then entered into the Supplier Sup-
port System, a digital access platform for SOCAM and 
suppliers. With this, everyone is able to monitor the evo-
lution of indicators.

The criteria analyzed are broken down into four levels:

LEVEL OF SERIOUSNESS INCIDENCES MEASURES

Zero tolerance
Child labor and exploitation of illegal 
immigrants

Immediate cessation of operations with C&A. In order to 
resume operations the company must present proof that 
the infraction has been corrected

Very serious infraction
Wages below minimum and workload over the 
maximum permitted (44 hours per week) 

Supplier receives notification and has seven days to 
present an improvement plan, the implementation of which 
will be monitored by SOCAM. If it does not present a plan 
within the deadline, it cannot issue new orders until the 
discrepancy is remediated. Once the plan is presented and 
approved, the supplier has 60 days to put it into practice.

Serious infraction
Work environment with health risks for 
employees

The procedure is the same adopted for very serious 
infractions, but the supplier has 90 days to put it into 
practice.

Moderate infraction
Minimum infrastructure conditions with regards 
to employee dignity and omissions of workshops 
in the production chain

In this case the same measures applied to serious and 
very serious infractions are applicable, but the supplier 
has 120 days to put the action plan proposed to SOCAM 
into practice. 
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The frequency of visits varies according to grades attrib-
uted in the assessments, which are defined according 
to the number of infractions and risk of each operation. 
Up to three, the risk is high (A), and a new visit will 
take place within a maximum interval of six months. For 
grades from four to six, the risk is average (B), with in-
spections taking place annually. Lastly, the lowest risk 
bracket (C), with grades of seven or more, new visits 
may take up to 2 years to occur. 

The following are considered critical risks in our supply 
chain:

• Existence of workers in conditions analogous to slav-
ery and exploitation of vulnerable individuals or groups 
– such as illegal immigrants in Brazil, which is more com-
mon in the city of São Paulo and its metropolitan region;

Code of Conduct Infractions
INFRACTIONS 2009 2008 2007 2006 STATES

Illegal immigrants 14 8 30 5 Sp
Child labor 5 16 6 8 Mg, pR, RJ, RS, SC, Sp
Minors in unhealthy work environments 2 12 21 1 ES, gO, RN, SC, Sp
Unacceptable working conditions (infrastructure) 4 15 2 1 RJ, SC, Sp
Wages under the legal minimum 85 67 54 5 ES, gO, Mg, pR, Sp

Workload above the legal limit 5 10 32 2 pR, RN, Sp

TOTAL 115 128 145 22 410

Note: Figures for 2006 were recorded only as of September 2006, when SOCAM’s activities started out. Infractions refer to a universe of 556 
suppliers. We consider child labor as the hiring of minors less than 16 years of age. Minors under 18 are not permitted to handle chemical 
products. 

Action plans resulting from audits
 2009 2008 2007 2006

Action plans and  
remediation practices

115 128 145 22

percentage of contracts 
refused or with performance 
improvement requirements

5.38% 4.58% 5.29% 3.48%

Note: accounts have been kept since September 2006 when SOCAM 
activities first started.  

• Child labor in small workshops, especially family work-
shops where the productive environment merges with the 
actual dwelling;

• Payment of wages below the legal minimum, which is 
more common in the outskirts of big cities where there 
is textile production. Home-workplace proximity, which 
would eliminate transportation cost and time, leading 
workers to accept a lower-than-minimum wage;

• Critical safety and health conditions, more frequent in 
the outskirts of large cities, including poor lighting, ab-
sence of firefighting equipment and sub-standard electri-
cal installations.
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Fair and ethical negotiations

The experience with SOCAM demonstrates the textile 
industry’s need for information and guidance and our 
potential to contribute with good practices in the value 
chain, including operational efficiency improvement. This 
perspective led to new activities in 2009 aimed at getting 
closer to suppliers, doing more than simply adopting an 
inspection and orientation posture in order to promote a 
long-term partnership.

Many of these initiatives stemmed from the annual rela-
tionship survey, which reveals the perception of our im-
age as a client of these partners. In the survey, which was 
applied in all areas and was voluntary, clothes-making, 
logistics, engineering and office suppliers point out what 
are the critical issues to be improved in order to establish 
a more balanced and fair relationship.

In the logistics sector, we sponsor at least two meetings 
per year to hear our partners, understand their demands 
and expectations for the future and also talk about C&A’s 
plans. New meetings are scheduled whenever the need 
arises to solve specific problems.

In the clothes-making sector, our concern in demon-
strating respect and seeking joint development with 

beneficial results for all, has also matured. Considered 
an inflexible client, we are seeking to reposition our-
selves with our suppliers, establishing continuous com-
munication in order to understand their needs and de-
velop joint solutions. 

Based on the annual survey results, in 2009 the pur-
chasing department implemented quarterly relationship 
surveys, with the objective of monitoring the evolution 
of strategies more closely. One of them was the Quality 
Assurance Program, through which we carry out visits 
and prepare an improvement plan for our main suppli-
ers’ products and processes. By improving and optimiz-
ing processes, production quality and volume increase, 
benefiting both sides.

Formulation of the Golden Rules, a set of guidelines that 
ensure a fair and ethical negotiation process was an-
other important step. The rules comply with our values 
and Code of Conduct and were disseminated via training 
to all purchasing managers and assistants. Besides pro-
moting continuous dialog and the pursuit of joint solu-
tions, they address issues such as the technical knowl-
edge of costs and the production process and disclosure 
of deadlines in advance.
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Potential to transform

Another 2009 initiative for valuing and recognizing 
clothes-making business partners was the Supplier Work-
shop. The event brought together the main women’s, 
men’s and kid’s clothing suppliers, besides footwear and 
accessories suppliers, representing 90% of the compa-
ny’s total purchasing volume.

During the event, we presented our values, business 
strategies, future perspectives and growth plans and 
communicated our sustainability policy. Lastly, we ad-

“The initiative to hold a workshop and provide feedback to suppliers is very important”,  
says Lorsa owner and a C&A corporate supplier, Paulo Totaro.

“I think that, as always, C&A is one step ahead of the entire retail world in 
Brazil and even in Latin America. When it came to the country, it educated us: 
It was the first to establish an order form, planning, scheduled delivery, portal 
for monitoring orders, and sample control. In reality, it is a retail school. Those 
that have the opportunity to work with C&A are qualified to work with any retail 
chain”, he said. 
According to Totaro, the company’s sustainability actions confirm C&A’s pioneerism and SOCAM  
is a great help in this respect. 

dressed competitiveness, innovation and the objective of 
strengthening long-term partnerships, inviting everyone 
to actively participate in the development of new products 
and services.

Having achieved good repercussion, the workshop was 
included in the agenda directed at suppliers and will be 
reformulated for its next editions. The objective is that it 
becomes a space for interaction and boosts communica-
tion between both sides. It is an opportunity to discuss 
business-related issues, such as product quality and en-
gage and exchange best sustainability practices.
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Alberto Buss,  
gerente de compras na área de projetos estratégicos

C&A drives us to constantly improve, to 
invest in sustainability. For example, in order 
to satisfy its goals, we are investing in the 
laundry area to reutilize water

Paulo Totaro 
Supplier
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Instituto C&A seeks to ensure the rights of children and 
adolescents to quality education

When we installed our first stores in Brazil back in the 70s, 
we already carried out specific support initiatives in com-
munities where we do business. The growth of operations 
and, consequently, of social actions led us to centralize 
these initiatives and structure a private social investment 
policy. Thus, in 1991 Instituto C&A was born.

The organization surfaced within the scenario of the 
country’s democratization and mobilization of civil society 
in defense of its rights. The universalization of access to 
elementary education and the protection of children and 
adolescents stood out as priorities among the country’s 
main demands. These factors inspired Instituto C&A to 
center its efforts on education, promoting quality educa-
tion focused on the development of citizens capable of 
continuously learning and building their own life stories.

Mission

“promote the education of children and adolescents 
in communities where C&A does business, through 
alliances and strengthening of social organizations.”
 
AreAs And ProgrAMs

education, Art and Culture 

• pleasure to Read program 

• Infant Education program

• Full-Time Education program 

institutional and Community development

• Institutional Development program

• Networks and Alliances program

social Mobilization 

• Volunteering program

reading: a must
The Pleasure to Read Program is the Education, Art and 
Culture program that receives the most amount of funds 
from Instituto C&A. Created in 2006, it seeks to encour-
age the development of readers and a taste for reading, 
which is perceived as a fundamental social practice for 
citizenship and an important source of knowledge and 
culture. In order to promote it, the main strategies con-
sisted in training educators to mediate reading, structur-
ing libraries, building book collections and disseminating 
the importance of reading through contests, seminars 
and campaigns. 

From 2008 to 2009, 82 reading promotion projects were 
supported in 126 public schools, under the coordination 
of 80 organizations dedicated to child and adolescent ed-
ucation. The educators in each institution underwent spe-

Top notch  
education
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evolution in community investing (in thousands of reais – r$)

pROgRAMS

2009 2008 2007
pleasure to Read 5,986 6,510 6,817
Full-Time Education 1,673 614 408
Infant Education 1,277 2,030 507
Institutional Development 1,885 836 1,183
Networks and Alliances 1,159 939 589
Volunteering 1,636 1,438 1,154
Children and Adolescent Rights Fund 400 0 500
Other project initiatives 298 310 461
ToTAL 14,314 12,677 11,619

Note: Funds allocated to the Children and Adolescent Rights Fund originate 
from direct C&A donations

cific training courses and were encouraged to participate 
in the “A Book that Changed Me – Machado de Assis” 
contest, in which they had to read a book by this author 
and report about their experience. 

In the city of São Paulo, 47 public schools participated 
in the Training of Reading Educators and Student Media-
tors at Schools project, which included 291 professors. 
In Natal and Parnamirim (RN), the project included 79 
schools and 833 professors, benefiting more than 19,000 
elementary school students. Activities in Rio Grande 
do Norte influenced the creation of a law providing for 
State Literary Reading Promotion Policy in State Public 
Schools, which was enacted in January 2009.

Another of the program’s investment focus is events and 
book fairs, with emphasis on Flipinha, a children’s version 
of the Paraty International Literary Fest (Flip). As recogni-
tion of its accomplishments, in 2009 the Pleasure to Read 
Program received an honorable mention at the Vivaleitura 
Awards, held by the Organization of Spanish-American 
States for Education, Science and Culture (OEI), by the 
Ministry of Culture (MinC) and by the Ministry of Educa-
tion (MEC). Instituto C&A became part of the PROLER 
Committees, National Reading Incentive Program, linked 
to the National Library Foundation, which is a department 
of the Ministry of Culture. One of the program’s objectives 
is the discussion of public policies for access to books, 
contributing to the formulation a National Reading Policy. 

pLEASURE TO READ pROgRAM

Coverage 15 states in the southeast, south, 
Midwest and northeast regions

partnering organizations 38
Children 10,875
Adolescents 7,839
Educators 813
Adults 1,220
professors 1,220
Family members 3,651
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One of the main challenges in 2010 is to gain scale with 
the creation of 17 reading centers throughout Brazil, each 
one containing groups of 4 to 20 institutions, which will 
support between 100 and 120 entities. The School of 
Readers contest is also a new initiative. Introduced in the 
municipalities of Natal, Paraty, Rio de Janeiro and São 
Paulo, it selected reading incentive projects proposed 
by 22 public schools. The winners will receive financial 
support to structure libraries and book collections or con-
duct mobilization activities. They will be given one year of 
technical support to implement the project and will also 
have two of their teachers involved in a program to visit 
Colombia, a country considered by Unesco as a global 
benchmark in reading promotion policies.

saying “yes” to education 

In order to promote access for children ages 0 to 5 years 
to quality education, Instituto C&A develops the Infant 
Education program. From 2008 to 2009, strategic partner-
ships were made with organizations that work to ensure 
the rights of children and adolescents to education, such 
as Fundação Abrinq – in developing the Daycare Center 
for All Children project – and the Brazilian Association of 
Magistrates, Public Prosecutors and Public Defenders of 
Childhood and Youth (ABMP). Another novelty was that 
Instituto C&A joined the Rede Nacional Primeira Infân-
cia (National Early Childhood Network), composed of civil 
society, government and private sector organizations and 

other multilateral organizations and networks that focus on 
early childhood. Articulation with the National Campaign 
for the Right to Education and the Brazilian Infant Educa-
tion Interforums Movement (Mieib), which brings together 
state child education forums throughout the country. 

In articulation with the Pleasure to Read and Volunteer-
ing programs, the Infant Education program carried out 
reading promotion projects with children. In Itu (SP), a 
partnership with the Municipal Education Board made it 
possible to train infant education directors, coordinators 
and teachers from the municipal school network.

The Full-Time Education program is dedicated to contrib-
uting to the right of children and adolescents to full-time 
education of good quality. For this, it develops activi-
ties targeted at encouraging the participation of families 
and communities in the educational process, integrating 
these two instances of childhood life in schools. One of 
the program’s advances in 2008 to 2009 was the creation 
of the Culture and Art Nucleus. This work front supports 
projects that provide access to culture for children and 
adolescents and brings together institutions that have a 
consolidated trajectory in the area of full-time education 
in discussion forums. During the same period, public 
schools and social organizations received investments 
from the Fundo Juntos pela Educação (Together for Edu-
cation Fund), in the regions of Campinas (SP), João Pes-
soa (PB) and Santa Rita (PB).

INFANT EDUCATION FULL-TIME EDUCATION

Coverage All states in Brazil
Five states in the 

southeast, Midwest and 
northeast regions

partnering 
organizations

11 87

Children 28,304 9,688

Adolescents N/A 14,756
Educators 6,169 85
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As an important partner of Instituto C&A, The Gotas de Flor com Amor organization is a 
participant of the Pleasure to Read program. “When I joined, I had no experience in this; 
I didn’t know how to put together a space or a book collection, for example. Instituto C&A 
provided this knowledge and we developed ourselves”, says the institution’s pedagogical 
coordinator, Camila Campos Tinoco Fattori. 

I have always valued reading, but not its liberating aspect, which it in fact 
can do on its own, bringing about transformation in someone’s life. We 
realize this when we promote a connection between children and books. 
We see the child reading and becoming independent
Camila says that, many times, these young readers also become reading mediators. Sometimes, 
10-year-old kids help out others who are six year olds. “In the majority of cases, parents did 
not complete elementary school and many cannot read or write. So, you begin to see the child 
taking a book home and reading to his/her parent and this parent begins to take an interest. This 
causes a movement within the community”, she recounts. 

A PLAn For edUCATion

The experience accumulated by Instituto C&A over the last 18 
years is enabling the organization to play an important support 
role in preparing public policies. In addition to the recognition 
afforded to the pleasure to Read program (see page 61 for more), 
one of the most representative was its participation in discussions 
related to infant education in municipal and state education 
conferences in 2009. In 2010, Instituto C&A will be present at the 
National Education Conference, where the National Education plan 
for the 2011-2020 cycle will be prepared.

126   
public schools  
are supported by  
the pleasure to  
Read program
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At 32, Businesses Administration graduate, father of three and native of the state of Goiás 
Junio Rodrigues Pinheiro, attributes his achievements to his enrollment in the Center of 
Social Promotion and Studies (Cepros), 18 years ago. This was how he was able to leave the 
streets, free himself from drugs and get to know a family reference. Instituto C&A partner 
Cepros afforded Junio the opportunity to go back to school and work in the administration 
department of a shoemaking school-factory. “It was my first job, and I can say that 
education-for-work greatly strengthened me. I began to enjoy administration and when I 
finished high school, I thought to myself: ‘If I managed to make it this far, I cannot stop 
here. I passed my college entrance exam and managed to get a scholarship”, he recalls. 

 
In light of everything I have lived through in the past, I can say there 
are no such things as street kids. What exists, is lack of opportunity. 
And, for me, Instituto C&A meant opportunity. When I look back, I 
see that it is really worthwhile to have the will to change

In a partnership with MEC, through the Mais Educação 
(More Education) program, and with the Communication 
and Culture NGO in Fortaleza (CE), Instituto C&A is also im-
plementing a school newspaper production project produced 
by public school students in the country. Underway since the 
end of 2009, the project seeks to develop reading and writing 
capabilities of children and adolescents, as well as critical 
reading capability and community-school integration.

An impulse for civil society

Directly accountable for the implementation of projects 
that receive Instituto C&A support, nonprofit organiza-
tions are strategic in promoting quality education for chil-
dren and adolescents. In this aspect, throughout Instituto 
C&A’s history, strengthening the network of partners has 
revealed itself to be a fundamental condition for the real-
ization of its mission.

The Institutional Development program helps civil society 
organizations develop their identity, perfect their adminis-
tration model and mobilize funds effectively.

In parallel, the Networks and Alliances program contrib-
utes to strengthen civil society by fostering the articula-
tion, cooperation and the convergence of efforts between 
social organizations that focus on child and adolescent 
education. The exchanging of experiences, sharing of ob-
jectives and combined work of organizations favor their 
individual and collective performance.
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INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOpMENT NETWORKS AND ALLIANCES

Coverage 10 states in all regions of Brazil 4 states in the southeast  
and Midwest regions

partnering organizations 16 6
Children 50 2,559
Adolescents 655 152
Youngsters 600 3,233
Educators 0 1,170
Family members 175 0
Institutions 379 0

Espírito Santo Ação Comunitária NGO has participated in the Institutional Development program since 2008 and 
can already feel the difference. According to Superintendent Maria Helena Spinelli Escovedo, when the organization 
sought a partnership with Instituto C&A, it was going through a difficult time, with no focus and a confused identity. 

“Instituto C&A has helped us do our ‘homework’: our sustainability. It has helped us rethink 
our political-pedagogic project, update our mission and strategic management, share our 

gains and advances with partners and strengthen our institutional identity”, she said.
For Maria Helena, the biggest advance of all was to understand that the institution is part of a whole. According 

to her, Instituto C&A has helped build a new way of looking at the third sector.

Maria Helena spinelli escovedo, 
Ação Comunitária NgO Superintendent

Our development does not occur 
independently; it is shared with 
all our publics. We reengineered 
the organization in its various 
dimensions, seeking the longevity we 
wish to build with our partners
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Employee Brisa Itatiane Miranda remembers that she came to know the Institute’s activities during her first 
day at work. The following year, in 2000, she became a volunteer and hasn’t stopped since. “I like it very 
much. I had never participated in a job like this before. It changed my life so much that I wanted to learn 
even more about it, so I went to Social Service school”, she said.

For her, one of the main lessons learned was the exercising of citizenship, which is no longer only seen on 
paper, adding that it is only by participating in the community that one really gets to know the municipality’s 
problems. “A large part of our work is done during regular working hours, and it is a privilege to be able to go 
out and do this”, she says with satisfaction. She currently works as a reading mediator for children ages 0 to 
6 and takes home what she learns. 

“Today, I stop to play and read with my nephews and nieces. I also encouraged my 
mother and my sister to read and talk about their experiences.”

social participation

The origin of the Volunteering program is intimately 
linked to Instituto C&A. It fulfills one of the Institute’s 
creation premises – of offering C&A Employees the 
opportunity to become volunteers using company re-
sources.

Behind this, is the understanding that being a volunteer 
is an important form of social participation and society 
development. Another aspect is C&A’s secular practice 
of placing its brand at community’s service, no matter 
where it is.

Brisa itatiane Miranda
Campinas store employee volunteer 

Sometimes, we think that our 
problems are the biggest in the world. 
With this work, you learn to look at 
others and this changes the way you 
look at life

Employees are the portion of the company closest to the 
community and, therefore, the most apt to perceive and act 
on its needs.

Approximately 3.2 thousand C&A employees participate 
as Instituto C&A volunteers, carrying out jobs especially 
during regular working hours. Through the Literatrupe 
project, they develop games and reading and mediation 
practices with small children in child education spaces. 
They are also involved in the constant mapping of com-
munity needs, based on a mapmaking methodology.
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Some volunteers organize charity bazaars with clothing and 
accessories donated by C&A. This is the Bazaar Project, 
which raises funds for social institutions to invest in educa-
tional activities. Others also associate to various education 
and management projects, such as training carried out in 
partnership with the Instituto GESC (Management for Civil 
Society Organizations).

In this partnership, C&A volunteer employees work as con-
sultants for a group of NGO directors, using their business 
knowledge to support best management practices. In 2009, 
the sixth edition of the course was held in our Head Office, 
with a duration of three and a half months, bringing together 
theoretical concepts and implementation of an institutional 
management project.

The training of employees to become volunteers is an impor-
tant practice and includes meetings with the Instituto C&A 
team, pedagogical workshops, supervised activities and 
support material. Leaders are trained to encourage volun-
teering activities among their team members.

In C&A units, volunteers develop internal mobilization activi-
ties among the various employees targeted at social partici-
pation, as for example the monthly meetings called “Coffee 
with Letters”. They are also responsible for the operation of 
Reading Stations, which are mini libraries installed in each 
company unit offering an average collection of 25 books to 
employees. In 2008/2009, 14 new spaces were created in 
new stores and one at the Head Office, with 1.4 thousand 
volumes. By the end of 2009, the program totaled 172 
Reading Stations throughout the country.

Volunteers organize their activities through committees and 
communicate with each other continuously through a social 
network created to support the work: the Volunteers’ Portal, 
which can be accessed through the following link: http://vol-
untarios.institutocea.org.br/site/.

All these initiatives provided Instituto C&A an invitation in 
2009 to become part of the Global Corporate Volunteer Coun-
cil (G-CVC), which is a Council of multinational companies 
that maintain structured volunteering programs worldwide.

3.2 thousand C&A employees  
are volunteers
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dial 100

In addition to activities carried out directly by the Institute, 
we adhere institutionally to volunteer initiatives targeted 
at social development. We are signatories of the Na Mão 
Certa (In the Right Direction) business pact, which was 
launched in 2007 by Childhood Brazil NGO and Ethos 
Institute to combat the sexual exploitation of children and 
adolescents along highways. Besides annual donations, 
we work to raise awareness among outsourced transpor-
tation companies, we cooperate in the NGO’s communi-
cation campaigns and educate truck drivers.

In 2008, we added a clause to the contract obliging our 
transport suppliers to commit to the program. Currently, 
21 of the 24 transportation companies are signatories. 
Once or twice a year, truck drivers participate in a work-
shop addressing the program. In addition to raising aware-
ness among them, the meeting proposes that they act as 
change agents and engage other truck drivers. A total of 
242 transportation professionals have been trained.

The first results are positive. So far, there have been 
no accusations filed against C&A drivers, and some 
stated having denounced sexual exploitation situa-
tions on highways. The orientation provided by the 
program requests that they contact the Special Hu-
man Rights Department of the Presidency of the Re-
public through the Dial 100 phone service.

Besides engagement in the Mão Certa (In the Right 
Direction) program, we have been a Empresa Ami-
ga da Criança (Friend of Children Company) since 
1998, which is Fundação Abrinq’s recognition of or-
ganizations that are committed to improving infancy 
conditions in Brazil. This same year, we became 
members of Ethos Institute, whose mission is to mo-
bilize, raise awareness and help companies manage 
their businesses in a socially responsible manner.
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The problem is quite frequent in the Northeast. Parents offer their kids in 
exchange for R$ 10, R$ 5. I learned this in the course and didn’t expect it 
to be so serious  
For Alexandre Jackson, C&A fleet management assistant, In the Right Direction program was a 
novelty. Known by his friends as Pira, he was one of the main people responsible for the awareness 
training at the Tamboré and Rio de Janeiro distribution centers. He says that he talks to drivers 
from the outsourced fleet and already feels that they are more aware of the problem, even though 
it might still be a while for everyone to become aware and change their behavior. “Many have 
already made denunciations. Before, this focus wasn’t directed at the drivers. They were basically 
indifferent. But now, C&A and other companies have joined in this quest and things are already 
beginning to change”, says Alexandre. Based on the program, which started in 2007, he says 
that he feels that he can help change this reality. “Not only me but the population, especially the 
drivers. If everyone comes together, this will end”, he believes.
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Reduce, reutilize and recycle. This commandment 
guides our environmental responsibility actions.

standards inspired on the international LEED (Leader-
ship in Energy and Environmental Design) certification, 
which cause a small impact on the environmental and 
on the health of employees involved.

One of the store’s highlights is the green roof, with 640 
m² of grass and plants. In addition to the landscaping 
project and absorption of rainwater, the roof isolates 
heat and reduces the need for air conditioning. C&A Eco 
was also chosen to kick-off the electronic waste pick-up 
and recycling program at stores. Clients are encouraged 
to deposit old mobile phones and batteries in recipients 
available in the stores, thereby ensuring the appropriate 
disposal of environmentally harmful products. In 2010, 
we will implement the waste pick-up and recycling pro-
gram in the entire chain, thereby anticipating legislation 
to be enacted in November.

C&A’s environmental initiative started in 2007, with the 
activities of the environmental responsibility commit-
tee, composed of employees from various areas in the 
company. Even though few, these actions formed a con-
sistent base from which the sustainability area (called 
Corporate Social Affairs) is promoting the integration of 
environmental issues in C&A’s strategy.

The high point in this trajectory was the inauguration of 
C&A Eco in 2009, our first green store in Brazil – and 
also the first in the fashion retail segment – and the 
chain’s second worldwide, the first being in the city of 
Mainz, Germany. Located in the center of Porto Alegre, 
the building was remodeled to house a series of ecoef-
ficiency features, responsible for reducing power con-
sumption by 10% and water consumption by 30% to 
40%. The undertaking complies with civil construction 

Changing
habits
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Taking care of C&A’s construction, 
remodeling and maintenance activities 

for the past 24 years, civil engineer 
Carlos Duarte defines the construction of 

the eco store as a challenge. 

“It is a high-impact initiative. We do a 
lot in the way of sustainability, seeking 

energy and water savings, but in an 
individual manner in different stores. 
The opportunity to make a sustainable 
store was great because it combined 
all actions in a single store, and we 

also sought other possibilities  
in the market”

The engineer highlights that C&A Eco was an 
important learning experience. “We will extract 

everything that produced positive results and that 
is really sustainable from this experience and 

apply it in other units”, he said. 
Duarte stated that all sustainability-

related initiatives in civil construction 
available in Brazil will have the 

company’s support. 
Initiatives like these may have a high 
initial cost, but they will certainly 
revert into savings in the future and 
benefit the planet 
Carlos Duarte  
Engineer
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GREEN ROOf

Minimum area of 50% covered by various types of 
vegetation.

Associated benefits:

•  Reduction in the island heating effect caused by 
the building;

• Biodiversity promotion;

• Thermal insulation (less need for air conditioning);

• Better absorption of rainwater;

• pleasant environment.

CONsTRuCTION WAsTE MANAGEMENT 

Construction waste (metal, light bulbs, 
wood, etc.) are sent to certified recycling 
cooperatives. 

Associated benefits:

• Avoid the overloading of sanitary landfills;

•  Supply other industries that use recyclable 
materials.

WAsTE MANAGEMENT PROjECT

•  Metal, plastic, paper, cardboard, glass and 
organic waste are separated and stored in a 
specific location then collected separately or 
sent to recycling cooperatives.

PAINT WITh LOW VOC CONTENT

•  paint and varnish with minimum quantities of 
substances harmful to health and conservation 
of non-structural elements inside the building.

CusTOMER’s sPACE

Differentiated environment with access to the 
sustainability strategies and actions offered 
by the store, informative videos and texts. 

This space is located in the basement next to 
the product exchange sector and elevator.

POWER sAVINGs

•  Solar panels installed on the roof for heating 
shower water and bain-marie;

•  Energy saving light bulbs, reducing power 
consumption;

• Low consumption electronic equipment.

WATER sAVINGs

• Dry urinals (no water);

• Showers that consume 40% less water;

•  Toilets with cisterns and dual flush system 
(3 or 6 liters);

• Low flow faucets with aerators and timers;

•  New air-conditioning system, which results in 
water savings.
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Engagement channel

The ecological store is an opportunity to present our cli-
ents what we have done to help the environment. At the 
same time, it is an education and awareness vehicle with 
regards to consumer responsibilities and their role when 
choosing different brands, products or services.

The Customer’s Space, created inside C&A Eco, is one of 
the best spots for engagement. Taking advantage of the 
direct contact with consumers, it offers lower environmen-
tal impact products, such as clothing made with organic 
cotton and PET fabric, sandals made from recycled tires 
and re-usable bags. The space also presents educational 
videos on the issue. Acting as monitors, our employees 
received special training on sustainability in order to be 
able to aptly pass on this knowledge to customers.

In 2010, this training will be extended to all employees 
who work in our stores. At the Head Office and our distri-
bution centers, employees already participate in training 
sessions on the subject matter and learn simple habits 
that can make a difference both at work and at home, 
such as not wasting water and electricity, separating 
waste and exercising a preference for objects made from 
recycled material.

As far as suppliers are concerned, the challenge for the 
next years will be to include environmental issues in the 
SOCAM audit. Just as we provide knowledge and orienta-
tion to small business owners in the textile industry re-
garding best social practices, we believe we can also help 
reduce the impacts caused by production processes. 

Vera Regina Medeiros has been a C&A customer since 1984. She always buys clothes for her kids 
and grandchildren at the store, especially at the beginning of the summer and winter seasons. She is 
a native of Porto Alegre and already frequented the store downtown and noticed the difference when 
it became C&A Eco.

As far as products are concerned, she says she liked the colors and textures of the organic cotton 
clothing. The ecobags also stood out. “They are very pretty and I am already using them. I think they 
are more practical than carrying a whole bunch of bags.” She also pointed out the used batteries and 
cell phone collection bins. 

“By leaving collection bins exposed in the stores, people notice it and comment 
with one another. This is important. It’s an excellent solution because we never 
know where to dispose of these items”, she highlighted.

I found the initiative of disseminating 
information on energy and recycling  
very interesting. It helps educate people 
and shows that C&A is concerned  
about the world
Vera Regina Medeiros,  
C&A customer 
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Manifesto Vitrine

Trucks that pass the test receive a green seal, which 
is valid for three months until the next inspection. If it 
does not pass, the vehicle must be tuned within 30 days 
and if it still does not achieve good results, it no longer 
operates for C&A.

We renew our own fleet in intervals of 5 to 7 years, 
each time purchasing more efficient and less pollut-
ing trucks. Another practice is collaborative logistics, 
in which our trucks that take merchandise to stores in 
other regions return to the distribution centers in Rio de 
Janeiro and São Paulo bringing merchandise from our 
suppliers. The challenge is to find synergy with more 
partners willing to share operations, thereby reducing 
costs and emissions for both sides.

This concern also extends to the correct disposal of 
used tires and engine oil. The same requirement is ap-
plied to transportation suppliers, as stipulated in con-
tract clauses, which were revised in 2008 and also in-
clude the opacity meter inspection. For the next few 
years, the goal is to implement a structured inspection 
process for these actions and thereby ensure that all 
waste that’s prejudicial to the environment is, in fact, 
disposed of correctly.

Powered by fashion and biodiesel

Since 2005, we have been using biodiesel B2 on the 35 
trucks in our fleet. The mixture of traditional mineral oil 
with 2% vegetable oil is called B2 and doesn’t require 
having to change the engine, maintains vehicle perfor-
mance and reduces pollution emissions. In 2008, the 
use of this mixture became a requirement by law. In 
2009, the idea was to change to B5 fuel (in which the 
mixture of vegetable oil is 5%), once again anticipating 
compliance with legislation. However, this was not pos-
sible due to market limitations. The same problem oc-
curs with the outsourced fleet, which cannot use biodie-
sel due to the scarcity of the product in other regions 
in the country.

The opacity meter was another important evolution in 
emissions control. The equipment was purchased in 
2008 and is responsible for assessing pollution emis-
sions of all trucks that transport C&A merchandise, both 
in our own fleet and the outsourced fleet. The objec-
tive is to ensure that the quantity of pollution emissions 
generated by mufflers is that expected for each type of 
engine, as stipulated by Conama (National Council for 
the Environment). 

DIRECT ENERgY CONSUMpTION (IN gJ)

Diesel 

Lpg

2009 2008 2009 2008

21,904

788 868

14,468
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Less is more

In order to reduce power consumption we used a pro-
grammed controller to automatically switch lights and 
air conditioners on and off, according to store operating 
hours. The same system is used at the Head Office. 
Furthermore, development of a software will allow a 
team of engineers to monitor and adjust store tempera-
ture by computer, minute by minute. Following tests in 
three stores in Rio de Janeiro, the idea is to install this 
technology in all units throughout the country.

These initiatives also include timers installed on street 
store lighting, programmed to go on only at night, and 
the use of more economical fluorescent lamps in the 
sales area. At the end of 2009, 25% of the stores al-
ready had the new equipment, reducing lighting power 
consumption by 8%, which represents 3% of the total 
power consumed by the store. We substituted reactors 
and started using energy saving lights, with the expec-
tation of lowering power consumption by 10% over the 
next few years. The use of solar panels to heat shower 
water, substitution of workstation monitors and use of 
printers bearing the Energy Star seal complement the 
list of studies and initiatives.

291,662 m3
of water were consumed in our stores,  

distribution centers and Head Office*in 2009. 

INDIRECT pOWER CONSUMpTION (IN kWH)

Electricity

2009 2008
Note: This amount refers to store, distribution centers and 
Head Office consumption. The increase in consumption reflects 
expansion in the number of stores. In 2008, there were 166 stores 
and in 2009, 178. The energy consumed is basically supplied by 
the public network. We have a few stores that get their electric 
power supply from shopping malls that, in the majority of cases, 
also receive their power from the concessionaire. There are cases, 
however, where shopping malls have power cogeneration, as is 
the case at Shopping Iguatemi Bahia in Salvador and Carioca 
Shopping in Rio de Janeiro.

 116,948,564 
 125,244,124 

*  We do not have consolidated data 
on consumption for 2008
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Air conditioning units are being changed for more mod-
ern and efficient ones, manufactured with an air con-
densation system. The old model wastes water and uses 
more energy. Substitution has been taking place since 
2003 at all new and remodeled stores and whenever 
units need to be changed. Approximately 85% of stores 
already have the new system, with energy savings rang-
ing from 15% to 25% and 50% for water. 

ECOLOGICAL fOOTPRINT

In 2008, we did our first inventory of greenhouse effect gases 
emitted by our product transportation processes, employee 
trips and energy consumption. This assessment was carried 
out again in 2009 and is part of a Cofra group project that is 
mapping our ecological footprint worldwide.

Despite maintaining emission levels in air and maritime 
transport and power consumption, we registered a 
significant increase in highway transport, which is 
explained by the expansion of our businesses in 2009. The 
opening of new stores in various Brazilian cities generated 
an increase in product volume transported and the 
need to reorganize logistics, with an increase in freight 
activities.

Two stores in Rio de Janeiro, one in downtown and the other 
in Bonsucesso, possess a rainwater collection system. The 
buildings were constructed by C&A and, therefore, we were 
able to implement the project, contrary to what happens in 
old buildings or in stores located in shopping malls. This wa-
ter can be used to flush toilets, wash sidewalks and water 
plants. Water consumption reduction was also noticed fol-
lowing the installation of aerators in all faucets in stores, with 
savings of 15%.    

With the 2008/2009 global economic crisis, it was 
impossible to design a plan to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions with fixed goals and deadlines. But 
individually, however, initiatives continue to evolve. For 
the next few years, the objective is to integrate, achieve 
and monitor results on a regular basis.

In transport, innovations to our own fleet are being 
extended to outsourced ones, always through training 
and awareness. In stores, some advances are limited 
to street units, where we have total operational 
independence. In shopping malls, where 80% of our 
chain is installed, the idea is to use our power of 
influence to encourage eco-efficiency practices. 

Greenhouse effect gas emissions (in tCO2e)

SOURCE 2009 2008

plane trips 1,953.28 1,898.70
Highway transport
(own fleet) 42,866.36 29,494.57

Maritime transport 973.30 1,318.53

Air transport 3,811.80 3,430.62

Electricity 3,081.01 2,963.39

TOTAL EMIssIONs 52,685.75 39,105.81

Note: For transport emissions, we use the UK DEFRA (United 
Kingdom Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) 
method, which is based on cargo weight per freight and emission 
per person per kilometer flown. For energy consumed, we adop-
ted IPCC’s (2006) tier 2, since the emission factor is specific to 
Brazil, where a large portion of the energy base originates from 
renewable sources.
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Change of habit

In order to substitute the traditional plastic bag for material 
less aggressive to the environment, we have been offer-
ing degradable bags in all our stores in Brazil since 2008. 
These bags are manufactured with an additive that in the 
presence of light, humidity and oxygen, accelerates the 
molecule fragmentation process of plastic. We understand 
that this is not an ideal solution, being that the product 
continues to come from petroleum and contaminates the 
environment with its fragments, but it is an alternative to 
combat problems caused by traditional plastic bags, which 
take up to 450 years to decompose in nature. Nonetheless, 
we continue to study alternatives to further reduce this im-
pact, such as the development of biodegradable solutions.

The Ecobag, on the other hand, is a more indicated op-
tion in terms of sustainability. It is made of raw cotton, is 
reusable, more resistant and has a longer life span. Since 
2009, it is being sold in all stores throughout the country at 
cost price, with the exclusive objective of encouraging good 
shopping habits and reducing consumption of plastic bags.

Also eco-friendly is our gift wrapping paper, which is made 
of 100% recycled paper. Such paper has been offered for 
free in our stores since 2005. 

Materials used (in units)
DIRECT MATERIALS 2009

Degradable bags 42,072,700

Recycled paper gift boxes 13,951,800

Hangers 1,414,600
Recycled paper 21,350,000
Clothes racks 106,799
Ecobags 125,896
Reels 958,860
Total Volume 84,908,655
Recycled consumables 42%

Note: Degradable bags, clothes racks and reels are made of 
nonrenewable resources. In the case of hangers, 12% per-
cent of the total amount of raw material used comes from 
recycling. There is no consolidated data for 2008.
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Recycling ideas 

Waste separation has been one of our major advances over 
the last few years. The Head Office, distribution centers 
and 40 stores already have their own disposal system ap-
propriate for each type of waste, ensuring their recycling 
or reutilization. Among the stores that don’t have a system, 
the main limitation is the collection service of recyclable 
waste offered by the city.

Parallel to collection, we substituted white paper for re-
cycled paper, valuing products that return to the pro-
duction chain. In stores, clothes hangers contain 12% 
recycled plastic. In order to reduce waste, all Head Of-
fice employees are given mugs as an alternative to dis-
posable plastic cups.

Waste allocation (in kilos)

ACCORDINg TO DISpOSAL METHOD 2009 2008

Hazardous

Reprocessing or 
recycling 382,460 282,360

Incineration 184.5 200.5

Decontamination of 
light bulbs 1,772 0

Non-hazardous

Recycling 71,370 80,400

External sanitary 
landfill 248,000 281,000

Total Waste 703,786.50 643,960.50
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Wagner Dias is an example of an engaged employee. “I’ve always been very interested 
in environmental issues. When the sustainability committee was created at the Tamboré 
distribution center, I immediately volunteered.” Among activities carried out by the 
group, implementation of the waste separation program stands out. 

“There already existed some activities, but it was partial, without 
everyone’s involvement and was basically targeted at cardboard. 
We put together an action plan and managed to implement it in our 
day-to-day operations” 
The decision also meant increasing waste collection to all disposable products. Another 
initiative was the Sustainability Week. The group put together an arts & crafts fair based 
on objects that are usually thrown away. It was the beginning of a behavioral change that 
transcends the company. “People began to see waste with other eyes, becoming aware of 
waste separation”, he said. According to him, many people say that when they are on the 
street, for example, they look for appropriate places to discard their waste. 
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How to use
C&A’s first Sustainability Report covers the period from 
January to December 2009 and presents the informa-
tion gathered from our Head Office, distribution centers 
and stores in the economic, social and environmental 
levels. It was produced in Portuguese and English and 
will be published every two years.

We feel we have reached the self-declared level C in the 
application of the G3 guidelines of the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) in relation to key performance indicators. 
Due to the importance of the supply chain in our sector 
and the complexity of its relations, we decided to also 
report indicators specific to the clothing sector, which 
are being developed internationally by GRI.
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In order to identify the essential themes of this report, the 
following steps were considered:

Diagnosis of actions. In 2008, we carried out a diagnosis 
to identify the main actions and points of improvement in 
management, according to our sustainability principles;

Relevance matrix. We built a relevance matrix, grouping 
and weighing sustainability themes along two axes: im-
portance to stakeholders and to C&A itself;

Survey with customers and employees. We conducted a 
survey with our customers and employees with the objec-
tive of including them in the reporting process with their 
perceptions and expectations. The results of this survey 
helped us validate and consolidate our relevance matrix;

Training workshops. In order to involve our employees in 
the data gathering process, we held workshops to pres-
ent the objectives of the report, the GRI concept, work 
dynamic during the information collection process and 
importance of employee engagement in the preparation 
of the report;

Interviews about management strategy and practices. 
We interviewed directors, managers and the company’s 
top leaders in order to gather information and produce 
the texts;

Editorial and photographic production. We prepared this 
report based on the “from people, by people, for people” 
concept, with photographs and statements from employ-
ees, clients, suppliers and social partners that are part of 
our day-to-day.  
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STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS

1.1
Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the 
organization about the relevance of sustainability to the 
organization and its strategy.

Message from the President 4

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

2.1 Name of the organization Profile 8

2.2 Primary brands, products and/or services Profile 9

2.3 Operational structure of the organization Profile 8

2.4 Head Office address Profile 8

2.5 Countries were company is present Profile 8

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form C&A is a closed capital family-owned business –

2.7 Markets served Profile 8

2.8 Company size Profile 8

2.9 Significant changes in 2009 Profile 10

2.10 Awards received Profile 13

REPORT PARAMETERS

3.1 Period covered by report About the Report 84

GRI Index
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3.2 Date of most recent previous report About the Report 84

3.3 Reporting cycle About the Report 84

3.4 Contact point for eventual questions About the Report 5

3.5 Report content definition process About the Report 85

3.6 Report limit About the Report 85

3.7 Limitations regarding report scope or limit About the Report 85

3.8

Joint ventures, branches, rented installations, 
outsourced operations and other organizations that 
might affect comparability between periods and/or 
organizations

About the Report 85

3.10 Explanation of consequences of any information 
reformulation

About the Report 85

3.11 Significant changes in comparison to previous years About the Report 85

3.12 Report information location identification chart About the Report 86

GOVERNANCE, COMMITMENTS AND ENGAGEMENT

4.1 governance structure
Our strategy is planned and executed by a group of leaders called the Management Team, composed 
of the company president and the Human Resources, Purchasing, Operations and Finance directors; 
this group determines and manages the company’s tactical and strategic issues.

–

4.2 Is the president of the highest governance body also 
the executive director?

Yes. –

4.3 Number of non-executives or independent members of 
the highest governance body

None. –

4.4
Mechanisms through which shareholders and 
employees can make recommendations or provide 
guidance to the highest governance body

Open channel. See details in the governance, Commitments and Engagement chapter. 18

4.8 Values, codes of conduct and internal principles 
mission statement

governance, Commitments and Engagement 19

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the 
organization

governance, Commitments and Engagement 21
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4.15 Basis for stakeholder identification and selection of 
those to engage

governance, Commitments and Engagement 21

4.16 Approach for stakeholder engagement governance, Commitments and Engagement 21

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed governance, Commitments and Engagement 20

EC2 Financial implications, risks and opportunities due to 
climate changes

governance, Commitments and Engagement 19

EC5 Lowest wage proportion in comparison to the local 
minimum

For full-time employees, the lowest wage is equivalent to the national minimum wage. For full-time 
young apprentices, the lowest wage is 9% less than the minimum wage.

–

EC7 Procedures for local hiring and high management 
members recruited from local community

In 2009, 97% of executive directors, directors, general managers, area managers and coordinators 
came from the local community (Brazil). In 2008, this proportion was 96%. See details of our local 
hiring practices in Valuing and Recognizing Employees.

–

EC8 Development and investment impact on public benefit 
infrastructure and services 

Promoting the Sustainable Development of Communities 62

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

EN1 Materials used per weight or volume Environmental Protection 79

EN2 Percentage of materials used originating from 
recycling

Environmental Protection 79

EN3 Direct power consumption Environmental Protection 76

EN4 Indirect power consumption Environmental Protection 77

EN5 Energy savings through conservation improvements 
or efficiency

Environmental Protection 78

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect power consumption Environmental Protection 77

EN8 Total water removal Environmental Protection 77

EN16 Direct and indirect greenhouse effect gas emissions Environmental Protection 78

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
reductions achieved

Environmental Protection 78
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EN22 Total waste weight Environmental Protection 80

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate product and service 
environmental impact

Environmental Protection 79

AF18 Programs to substitute organic adhesives for water-
based products

Customer Respect 33

AF19 Practices to seek safer alternatives to restricted 
substances, including management systems

Customer Respect 33

AF20 List of environmentally preferential materials used in 
clothing and shoe products

As of 2009, we began offering collections made with lower environmental impact materials such as 
organic cotton, recycled PET and bamboo fiber. This is an incipient initiative representing only 0.16% 
of the volume we market. 

–

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE AND DECENT WORK AND LABOR PRACTICES

LA1 Total number of workers per type of job, work contract 
and region

Valuing and Recognizing Employees 36

LA2 Total Number of employees and turnover rate
In 2009, we had a turnover rate of 63.59% and a total of 10,220 left C&A. In 2008, 8,123 left the 
company generating a turnover rate of 48.63%.

–

LA3 Benefits offered full-time employees not offered to 
part-time or temporary employees

All benefits are extended equally to all employees, regardless of workload. The only exception is life 
insurance, which is extended to those jobs provided by law or pursuant to collective bargaining 
agreements.

–

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective 
bargaining agreements

All employees are covered by collective bargaining agreements –

LA6 Percentage of employees represented in formal health 
and safety committees

100% of employees are represented in formal health and safety committees –

LA7 Injury rates, occupational illness, lost days, 
absenteeism and deaths

In 2009, we recorded 67 work-related accident injuries and one death caused by the swine flu. Both 
represented a rate of 0.34% of total employee workload. We had 105 cases of occupational illness 
(equivalent to a rate of 0.53%). In all, there were a total of 765 workdays lost, at a rate of 3.85% of 
the total programmed employee workload for the year.

–

LA8 Education, training, counseling, serious illness risk 
prevention and control programs

Within our occupational health and safety practices we have the Environmental Risk Prevention 
Program (PPRA), Occupational Health Medical Control Program (PCMSO) and the Internal Accident 
Prevention Commission (CIPA), which are important allies for ensuring a safe environment. We 
also developed the Prevention, Health and Well-Being Manual containing information, tips and 
illustrations that show simple and practical ways for relaxing the body and mind and offering a 
better quality of life at work. 

–
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LA11 Continuous responsibility management learning 
programs

Valuing and Recognizing Employees 38

LA12 Employees that receive career development and 
performance analysis on a regular basis

Valuing and Recognizing Employees 39

LA13 Composition of groups responsible for corporate 
governance and other employees

Valuing and Recognizing Employees 44

AF22 Policies and practices for the use of temporary or 
lower workload employees

We hire temporary employees for the main events in the year: Mother’s Day, St. John’s Day (specific 
for the northeast of Brazil), Valentine’s Day, Father’s Day, Children’s Day and Christmas. On these 
occasions, we establish the initial and end dates for these employee activities. We also select 
temporary workers, for a maximum period of three months, to substitute employees on sick leave, 
maternity leave or due to work-related accidents.

–

AF24 Policies and practices for the selection of employment 
agencies, including their adherence to ILO conventions

We use employment agencies to hire temporary workers in the cases provided in indicator AF22. 
This hiring takes place in the same manner used for permanent employees, with wages compatible 
to the job description. Work contracts include possible alterations provided in the labor convention, 
as is the case with wage increases. All this information is provided in the contracts signed with 
companies that supply temporary labor.

–

AF25 Policies and practices for wage deductions not 
provided by law

We pay 100% of employee medical insurance who use the group medical insurance plan. If the 
employee wishes to include his or her dependents, he or she contributes with 50% of their medical 
insurance. For users of the self-managed plan, there is co-participation in using the network’s 
medical and dental services and via reimbursement. We also offer a free dental plan for employees 
and their dependents, with 20% co-participation when they use the service. The pharmacy 
convention also helps employees purchase medication that’s deducted from their payroll, being that 
the amounts are paid in full by the employee. Meals are discounted as provided in the PAT (Worker’s 
Meal Program). Payroll loans are limited according to legislation.

–
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AF26 Workload policies, including definition of overtime and 
actions to avoid excessive or forced overtime

The minimum workload for our employees is four hours per day. We reduced the daily workload 
for all employees that work more than five hours a day by 15 minutes, without affecting rest 
intervals, conceded voluntarily by C&A. These 15 minutes continue to be paid. We offer free 
breakfast to all employees when the stores open, regardless of workload. Employees who don’t 
participate in store opening have the right to a snack during the 15-minute rest interval. 
Employees who have 30 minute intervals should use this time to have their meal. It is expressly 
forbidden to work during intervals. Employees cannot work two shifts during the same day, 
being that there must be a minimum period of 11 hours between shifts. When part-time 
employees working overtime work more than six hours, the rest and meal interval is the same as 
that for full-time employees, that is, 30 minutes.

–

AF27 Actions to avoid sexual discrimination and promote 
career opportunities and advances for women

We have had the Friend of Children Company seal since 1998. Our employees benefit from a 
120-day maternity leave, which can be further extended by using the 30-day vacation period. 
We give pregnant employees or employees whose wives are pregnant an orientation guide 
addressing pregnancy, pre-natal, birth, breast-feeding and initial care for the baby.

–

AF32 Actions to avoid sexual discrimination and promote 
career opportunities and advances for women

Women represent the majority of our employee payroll and we feel that both men and women 
have equal opportunities. We underline the existence of the Code of Ethics and the possibility for 
employees to denounce, directly to the executive board, any violations of this code through the 
Open Channel.

–

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE - HUMAN RIGHTS

HR2 Contracted companies and critical suppliers 
submitted to human rights assessments

Strengthening Relations with Suppliers and Sustainable Development of Communities 50

HR6 Significant risk operations and child labor occurrences 
and measures taken

Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 54

HR7 Significant risk operations and child labor occurrences 
or situations analogous to slavery and measures taken

Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 54

HR8 Percentage of security personnel submitted to human 
rights training

Valuing and Recognizing Employees 41

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE  – SOCIETY
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SO5 Participation in the preparation of public policies and 
lobbies

Sustainable Development of Communities 60

SO7 Legal suits for unfair competition, trust practices and 
monopoly

We ended 2009 with 1 (one) pending legal suit related to unfair competition, amounting to R$ 20,000 –

SO8
Monetary value of significant fines and sanctions 
resulting from noncompliance with laws and 
regulations

In 2009, we recorded a total of 6,390 administrative, judicial and arbitration proceedings resulting 
in fines amounting to R$ 238,693.30. We did not record any nonmonetary sanction during the period.

–

AF33 Investment strategy priorities in the community Sustainable Development of Communities 60

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE - RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PRODUCT

PR1 Assessment of impacts on health and safety in 
products and services lifecycle phases

Customer Respect 31

PR2 Cases of noncompliance with regulations and health 
and safety codes

Customer Respect 30

PR3 Products and services information required by labeling 
procedures

All our clothing products contain a regulated label, with information about product composition, 
manufacturer and maintenance instructions

–

PR4 Cases of noncompliance with regulations and codes 
pertaining to labeling

Two cases were recorded in 2009. One referred to the extended amount of time waiting in line, which 
generated a legal suit that was won by C&A. The second case was the refusal to provide priority 
service to a client carrying a child, which we lost and had to pay a R$ 2,036.00 fine.

–

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction Customer Respect 24, 30

PR6 Compliance with laws, standards and publicity codes, 
promotion and sponsorship programs

Customer Respect 29

PR7 Cases of noncompliance with regulations and codes 
pertaining to communication and marketing

In 2009, we recorded 24 cases of noncompliance, with 20 of these related to voluntary codes. These 
cases referred to the 2008 Valentine's Day Campaign and to the 2007 Children's Day Campaign

–

PR8 Total proven complaints pertaining to violation of 
privacy and loss of customer data

There are no records of complaints against C&A. Our portfolio of customer records is Banco Ibi’s 
responsibility, a commercial partner that belongs to Banco Bradesco and manages the C&A credit 
card. All data is generated from a form filled out by the customer when he or she requests the card 
and must be protected pursuant to Central Bank regulations.

–
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PR9
Monetary value of significant finds and sanctions 
resulting from noncompliance with laws and 
regulations

C&A paid fines amounting to a total of R$ 71,117.39 resulting from 87 administrative proceedings –

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE - SUPPLY CHAIN

AF1 Code of conduct contents and coverage Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 50

AF2 Employees and third parties engaged code of conduct 
compliance monitoring 

Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 52

AF3 Compliance audit process Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 52

AF4 Policies and procedures to receive, investigate and 
respond to complaints and grievances

Customers who wish to contact us to praise, complain or suggest, can send an e-mail to the Fale 
Conosco (Talk to Us) Department, through our website www.cea.com.br or deposit a letter in one of 
the bins available in all stores. A third option is the electronic terminals that exist in some stores 
and will gradually be expanded to all stores. We do not accept anonymous denunciations into 
consideration, as these do not allow follow-up.

–

AF6 Policies for selection, management and removal of 
suppliers from the registry

Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 52

AF7 Number and distribution of work locations covered by 
the code of conduct

Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 50

AF8 Number of audits carried out and percentage of work 
locations audited

Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 52

AF10 Overtime noncompliance events Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 54

AF12 Child labor noncompliance events Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 54

AF14 Code of conduct noncompliance events Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 54

AF16 Noncompliance remediation practices identified Strengthening Relations with Suppliers 53
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